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Abstract
Disappearing User Interface in Ubiquitous Computing:
A pointing and gesture sensing system using an Ultrasonic and Radio
Frequency Location technology
By
Stephania Yimana Kigadye
Weiser’s [1] vision of ubiquitous computing presents a different paradigm of computing
which attempts to push computers into the background towards invisibility. Therefore
“new concepts for human-computer interaction have to be developed when envisioning
ubiquitous computing scenarios [1]. Instead of a single screen-based user interface (UI),
humans will interact with a number of devices that are distributed and interconnected.
These eomputers range from highly personal and mobile applianees to systems that are
integrated in everyday environments and are more or less invisible.”[7]
As this project suggests, a disappearing user interface in ubiquitous computing can be
designed as a gesture recognition system that is accomplished by building a system
network that can track and locate objects as well as measure the orientation of a moving
object.
The intention of this project is to design a first prototype towards the development of a
ready-to-Lise wireless user interface called a “UbiStick” enabling basic gesture sensing
and pointing at objects and people in a real environment as well as objects displayed on
a screen. The UbiStiek deviee is implemented within a sensor network as an indoor
tracking and location system.
The location technology used is a hybrid radio frequency (RF) and ultrasonic signals
(US) technology by which location is calculated by measuring the Time Differenee of
Arrival (TDoA) of the two signals. The UbiStiek also incorporates motion sensors for
device orientation information. The hybrid RF and US location technology is used
because it is low cost, simple to design and has good aeeuraey in determining distanees.
The fully functional UbiStick is to be implemented in a smart environment for use in a
smart lecture room where the device can operate different instruments or teaching tools
using gestures. The first prototype of the UbiStick system is therefore designed with this
application aspect in mind so that in the future it can be further developed to obtain the
fully functional UbiStick system.
This report describes the research, design and implementation of the first prototype of
the UbiStick user interface in ubiquitous computing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 Introduction
On the concept of Ubiquitous computing [1], the interaction between man and most
of his/ her environment has always required effort and concentration. In a world
where computing systems have processing power and memory to act intelligently,
the need has arisen to change the way man interacts with his environment. The
complexity of the levels of interaction can be transferred to intelligent devices or a
network of devices.

Current computer technology interaction is mainly explicit in that the user tells the
computer at a certain level of abstraction (e.g. by command-line, direct manipulation
using a GUI, gesture, or speech input) what the user expects the computer do. In
contrast, implicit human-computer interaction allows the computer to interpret the
user's behaviour and the surrounding situation and use this information as input [2].
If the computing system of the intelligent devices is aware of the environment and
the aims of the user, the system is able to reduce the need for explicit interaction [3].
An intelligent device that will nearly implicitly capture the interaction between the
user and the objects he/she wants to interact with in their environment is the
disappearing user interface.

This project explores the disappearing user interface in ubiquitous computing. Our
intention is to develop the first prototype design of a ready-to-use disappearing user
interface based on a handheld stick called “UbiStick” that can enable basic motion
and pointing gestures at objects and people in a real environment as well as at objects
displayed on a screen.

The first prototype design of the UbiStick is the geared towards the development of
the fully functional UbiStick device system. To establish the desirable features that
can define the UbiStick system as being fully functional, a lecture room application
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scenario is presented as shown in Figure l-l. In this scenario the lecture room
provides services such as visual boards, projector, printer, computer, light switches,
temperature etc. When a lecturer desires to interact with and control the services
available he can use the UbiStick device as a user interface.

Figure 1-1 UbiStick Application Scenario

I'herefore the following features are desirable to be implemented in the fully
functional design of the UbiStick system under the above application scenario:
1. Compact device operating wirelessly:
The device is to be handheld during operation and has to be mobile as well
for ease of pointing and gesture movements hence it needs to be compact and
have wireless communication system.

2. Ease of use:
It should be user friendly and fast reacting so that the user can easily pick up
the instructions for using it and also be active/ enabled whenever it is
required for use.

3. Accurate and reliable system:
The system needs to be accurate enough (up to a few centimetres) in order to
be able to track motion gestures to a high degree of accuracy so as not to
confuse different gestures.
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4. Low power consumption:
The UbiStick device is going to be mobile - it is therefore desirable that the
power supply to the device is mobile as well. Hence the device should be
designed to have low power consumption as it will need to operate on
batteries. For the application scenario presented, the battery lifetime should
last for at least one duration of a standard formal lecture i.e. 90 minutes.

5. Scalability:
The tracking system should be scalable so that more than one UbiStick
device can be used in the same room. This is determined from system
architecture that will be chosen to be implemented.

The features listed are desirable for the fully functional UbiStick system and of the
above five features the first prototype design of the UbiStick will aim to achieve the
following three:
■

Compact device operating wirelessly

■

Accurate and reliable system

■

Scalability in terms of system architecture

Power consumption will be considered generally in terms of circuit design. Detailed
investigation for the system’s power consumption will be addressed as another
project when developing the second prototype design as an extension of this project.

Ease of use will be determined by the final functional prototype in future
developments. This project is only the beginning of the UbiStick development and
therefore the system structure is only a prototype with room for further
improvements. Hence the ease of use of the final UbiStick system will not be
determined within the scope of this project.
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The proposed first prototype design of the UbiStick user interface is to be integrated
with an existing sensor platform DSYS25 [4] developed by Tyndall National
Institute (formerly National Microelectronics Research Centre) [5].

The development of the UbiStick system will be based on the worldwide research
already done in the area of disappearing user interfaces plus publications written on
the topic. The knowledge available has helped provide direction for this project.

Thesis Outline
This thesis summarizes the research, design and implementation of the first
prototype UbiStick system. It is written in chronological order following the
different sections of the project as they were developed and implemented.

■

Chapter Two of this thesis presents the project goals.

■

Chapter Three discusses briefly the literature review of the disappearing
user interfaces in ubiquitous computing and the methods of implementing
the interfaces. It also presents a brief discussion on the choice of
implementing the user interface as a location aware system and focuses on
the location technologies available. A discussion on the choice of a hybrid
radio frequency and ultrasonic signals location technology is also presented.

Chapter Four is focused on the features and operation of the RF and US
location technology as well as how the technology can be deployed. A brief
overview of location architectures and location techniques available for the
RF and US location technology is presented. A discussion on the RF and US
location technology in terms of accuracy and reliability is presented and a
model of a room modelling the US propagation properties is presented.
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Chapter Five describes the system architecture of the first prototype design
of the UbiStick system. It also introduces the main components of the
system architecture: the hardware component and the software component.

Chapter Six presents the hardware architecture of the first prototype design
of the UbiStick system explaining its functional units in detail.

Chapter Seven presents the software implementation for the first prototype
design of the UbiStick system.

The system testing and evaluation of the designed prototype is presented in
Chapter Eight.

Chapter Nine provides a summary of the achievements of this project and
suggestions for improvement on the current prototype UbiStick system.

And finally, Chapter Ten gives the conclusion of this thesis.

In the Appendix, I include software code, circuit and board schematics and lists of
materials plus relevant diagrams and tables of references.
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2 Project Goals
As a starting point in the process of implementing the fully functional UbiStick
system, the main goals in designing the first prototype of the system are:

1. Complete a literature review on the disappearing user interface in ubiquitous
computing with emphasis on technology for object pointing and monitoring
gestures to identify the most suitable method of implementing the user
interface in ubiquitous computing scenarios.

2. Analyse, design and develop a first prototype user interface device system
using object location technologies and motion sensors.

3. Develop software for data transfer, processing and analysis to determine
location and motion sensing aspects of the system that can be used to
determine location and motion gestures for the future system development
i.e. 2"^* prototype development.

4. Test and evaluate the first prototype UbiStick system design in determining
location and orientation of the UbiStick device in a real environment.
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3 State of the Art
In this chapter, a brief review of a disappearing user interface in ubiquitous
computing and the modalities for user interfaces is going to be presented. This will
be followed by a discussion on the chosen user interface type and modality and a
brief overview on the available technologies to realize this user interface. Lastly a
short discussion on the technology of choice to implement the disappearing user
interface is presented.

3.1 Disappearing user interfaces in ubiquitous
computing
Interconnected computing devices in ubiquitous computing are used to make the
physical environment ‘intelligent’. Disappearing user interfaces are designed for the
user to be able to interact with this ‘intelligent’ environment by capturing the
interaction between the user and the computing environment by sending user
requests to the computing system and/or providing information to the user [6]. User
interfaces have to be operational whenever and wherever the user needs them.

The disappearing user interface technology can be truly ‘invisible’- “when the
computer and the user interface are completely integrated to the environment and are
completely implicit and perhaps even unnoticeable to the user” [7]. Alternatively, the
disappearing user interface can be transparent to the user. It can be seen by the user
but resemble or be a familiar object to the user like a pen for a writer so that it won’t
require the user’s full attention to use it. Or a disappearing user interface can be
‘subordinated’ to some other, often aesthetical or personal aspect like a user’s clothes
as a ‘wearable computer’ [7].
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IVlodalities of user interfaces
The design choice for a disappearing user interface from the above options has to
take into consideration how the user will relate, perceive and experience it [7].
Modality in human-computer interaction is the general class of a sense through
which the human can receive the output of the computer; or a sensor/device through
which the computer can receive the input from the human [8].

From the above definition, a user interface must have a sensing context. Context can
be defined as “an>^ information that characterizes a situation related to the interaction
between humans, applications, and the surrounding environment” [7]. Therefore
modalities addressed by the user interface can be visual (e.g. eye tracking input),
acoustic (e.g. sound or speech input), haptic (through a sense or pressure or
perception of body awareness), thermoception (e.g. heat sensors), behaviour of the
user, manually by physical interactions with devices (e.g. PDA) and many others [6]
[8],

Modalities used are dependent on different user interface application scenarios. For
example using the audio modality or visual modality in a lecture room scenario may
be a distraction fro-m the talk that is being presented.

Design of the UbiStick user interface for the application scenario stated
Since most lectureTs are used to using a pointing pen for giving presentations/ talks,
designing the UbiStick as a handheld ‘stick’ will be familiar to the user in the
scenario presented (Chapter 1). The design is familiar to the user and will therefore
be accepted as a matural addition and will require very little attention from the user
(concept of ubiquiitous computing [1]). The UbiStick is therefore a transparent
disappearing user i nterface.
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With the UbiStick as a handheld ‘stick’, the user will use his hands to manually
interact with his/her environment by motioning and pointing gestures using the
device. This fits the presented application scenario because it won’t interfere with
anything else going on in the environment i.e. talking, people moving. The UbiStick
device will accept input in the form of pointing and motion gestures that are
translated to different commands to provide the services requested.

3.2 Disappearing user interface as a location-sensing
system
The sensing context for the disappearing user interface has been identified as
physical interaction with a device in the form of gestures. Different sensors
integrated within the user environment are used as inputs to infer the sensing context.
This establishes the ubiquitous computing application as a context-aware system [9],
[10], [11] - the behaviour or feedback of the system changes based on what the user
is doing, in other words: the context sensed by the sensors is used to provide services
that are required by the user.

Location is a contextual attribute that has been used in a number of context-aware
systems. This has evolved to research in the development of location-aware systems
[12] in ubiquitous computing with the key component being location-sensing.
Location-sensing provides location and orientation data of an object. A user interface
device can be implemented in the form of a location-aware system by providing the
user with specific information depending on the location and orientation of the
device.

The UbiStick user interface device is therefore developed as a location-sensing
system using object location technology and motion sensors whose outputs can be
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interpreted to movement and pointing gestures. The diseussion of available location
technologies and the location technology of choice is discussed on section 3.2.1.

3.2.1 Available Location Technologies for Location sensing
There are several location technologies that can be used for a location system. GPS,
UWB, infrared, WiFi and ultrasonic systems are some of the location technologies
that have already been implemented in different research and commercial location
systems. Major existing commercial and researched location sensing technologies
are discussed briefly in this section. The advantages and disadvantages of the
location technologies are determined from the application scenario that derived the
desirable features for the UbiStick system stated in Chapter 1. Moreover the location
technology should be easily deployed and low cost in manufacturing.

3.2.1.1 Satellite based GPS
This is the most popular location system that is widely used. A GPS [13] receiver
gets signals that are transmitted from three or more satellites (for location carried out
above ground). The receiver determines the difference in the time of flight of the
radio signals from each transmitter and triangulates the three radii to give the
location of the receiver.
GPS is not suitable for indoor tracking because the satellites require a clear line of
sight to the receiver and hence can only be implemented outdoors.

3.2.1.2 Infrared systems
Infrared (IR) technology has been deployed in eonsumer electronics such as
television remote controls. Infrared waves do not penetrate opaque materials. To
determine location, objects are tagged with infrared emitters, these emit IR light and
the receiver within the same room locates the tagged objects [14].
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The Active Badge [14] developed at AT&T Cambridge (formerly Olivetti Research
Laboratory) is an indoor location technology using diffused infrared technology. A
person wears a badge that emits infrared with unique identifiers. The badge transmits
every 10 seconds to determine location.

The infrared technology has the advantage of being a well established technology
therefore support in developing it is easy to get but diffuse infrared can’t work in
rooms that have fluorescent lighting or direct sunlight.

3.2.1.3 Ultrasonic systems
Ultrasonic systems use the propagation time of ultrasonic signals to determine
location.
Location can be determined by the time of flight of the ultrasonic signal only (echo
time) or in conjunction with radio frequency signals by using time difference of
arrival of the two signals.

The Active Bat [15] location system also developed at AT&T uses an ultrasonic
signals time of flight for a much more accurate location system than the infrared
Active Badge. It has an accuracy of up to 9cm for 95% of the time.

The Cricket Location Support System [16] also uses ultrasonic signals time of flight
in conjunction with RF to detect the time of flight of the ultrasonic signal. Both the
RF and US transmitters are placed in ideally the same location and the same applies
for the receivers. The RF signals transmitted at the same time as the US signals will
arrive at the RF receiver instantly since they travel at a speed of light. With the US
receiver side by side with the RF receiver, the arrival time of the RF signal at the
receiver is effectively equivalent to the sending time of the US signal that travels
much slower (i.e. 343.37ms'' at 20°C). The Cricket badge detects RF and ultrasonic
pulses transmitted by a matrix of receivers mounted on the room ceiling. All the data
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processing is done on the mobile receiver. Advantages of Cricket System over
Active Bat are that it can provide distance ranging and positioning precision of
between 1 and 3 cm and is scalable.

The disadvantage of the Cricket location system is that computations are done on the
mobile receivers - this may burden the system and use a lot of power. Another
disadvantage is: scaling of ultrasound location technology requires a large number of
ultrasound sensors that have to be placed in precise locations on the room ceiling.
This makes it difficult to set up and may increase the overall cost of the system.

3.2.1.4 Electromagnetic Tracking
The tracking system using this technology generates axial DC magnetic field pulses
from an antenna in a fixed position. The system computes the position and
orientation of the receiving antennas by measuring the response in three orthogonal
axes to the transmitted field pulse, combined with the constant effect of the earth’s
magnetic field. One example of a system using this technology is MotionStar [17].

Disadvantages include steep implementation costs and the need to tether the tracked
object to a control unit. Furthermore, the sensors must remain within 1 to 3 meters of
the transmitter and accuracy degrades with the presence of metallic objects in the
environment. These systems are not designed to be scalable for use in large locationaware applications; rather they capture position in one precisely controlled
environment.

3.2.1.5 Network Based
Bluetooth
Bluetooth [20] is the IEEE 802.15 standard industrial specification for wireless
personal area networks [21]. It is a short range data communications protocol that
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was designed to replace the infrared port on electronic devices such as laptops and
cell phones. Location can be determined by installing Bluetooth cells where the
position of the transmitter can be derived from the cell base station position the
device is communicating with.

The disadvantage of Bluetooth is that it requires a host computer that supports
Bluetooth for the radio signal to be located.

WiFi
WiFi is a brand originally licensed by the Wifi Alliance [22J to describe the
underlying technology of wireless local area networks (Wireless LAN) based on the
IEEE 802.11 standard. It has a longer range and higher bandwidth communications
protocol compared to Bluetooth. It is specifically designed to replace wired networks
on PCs. Location is done based on radio signals propagation characteristics. Wireless
LAN was not originally designed as a location technology but the signal strength of
the signal transmitted by the access point may be used to determine the location of
the user. Wireless LAN is increasingly being deployed as a location technology for
indoor location [23].

An example of a developed network based system is RADAR [24] developed by
Microsoft Research labs. RADAR is an in-building location system based on the lEE
802.11 WaveLAN wireless networking technology. Location is done by measuring
the signal strength and signal-to-noise ratio of signals transmitted by wireless
devices. It has a 3m accuracy or 4.3m accuracy depending on which implementation
is being used: scene analysis or lateration [24].

A disadvantage of WiFi is that objects being tracked have to have active
IEEE.802.11 client device.
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3.2.1.6 Ultra Wide Band (UWB)
UWB radio is an experimental eommunications ehannel that spreads information
over a very wide bandwidth. The system therefore uses very low transmit energy
while transmitting large amounts of data. The transmitted radio signals behave
similarly to radar whieh allows aceurate loeation of transmitters.

Ubisense [25] have developed a loeation system based on ultra wide band
teehnology to an accuraey of about 15em. An advantage of this system is that there is
no need for direet line of sight between the transmitter and receiver but since it is a
new technology, it is very expensive hence not practical for a simple low cost
location system.

3.2.1.7 Other location technologies
Other location technologies are such as EasyLiving [18] developed by Microsoft that
uses real time 3-D cameras and SmailFloor [19] developed by Georgia Tech that
uses embedded pressure sensors. These location technologies are not investigated as
options in implementing the UbiStick system because they are still in development
stages and the location sensing performances of these location technologies have yet
to be fully established.

3.2.2 Conclusion
From the review of the location technologies discussed above and looking at the
advantages and disadvantages of each in terms of accuracy, deployment costs and
suitability for indoor location sensing, the ultrasonic location technology in
conjunction with RF signals was selected to implement the UbiStick disappearing
user interface.
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Though not a perfect technology, the disadvantages of ultrasonic and radio frequency
signals location technology (e.g. cost in scaling the system) are superseded by the
advantages when compared to other location technologies as listed below:
■

It has high accuracy (up to centimetres) unlike electromagnetic tracking.

■

It is easy to deploy - hardware components are easily obtained therefore
making it low cost in contrast to UWB.

■

It can operate indoors in contrast to diffuse infrared which can’t operate in
fluorescent lighting or GPS that is hindered by line of sight to satellite being
blocked by the building walls.

■

It will be a simple system to design in contrast to network based technologies
that require their own standard devices built-in to the system to support that
technology.

Moreover, ultrasonic signals have the advantage of being inaudible i.e. can not be
detected in the applied environment. In addition, ultrasonic location technology is
favourable from a hardware point of view - ultrasonic transducers are robust i.e.
good resistance to the environment and have no moving parts which may wear and
tear and reduce the service life.

Further review from existing projects and research done into ultrasonic location
technology [16], [26], [28], [29] provide more insight into the design of the UbiStick
user interface device using the radio frequency (RF) and ultrasonic signals (US)
based location technology as will be discussed in the coming chapters.

3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have presented a brief review of the disappearing user interface in
ubiquitous eomputing and the modalities available. I have also explained the design
of the UbiStick user interface according to the application scenario expected. This
diseussion led to identification of the user interface as a location sensing system and
a brief discussion on available location technologies and the available commercial
and research systems that deploy those technologies.
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Finally, I have coneluded as to why the RF and US location technology was chosen
to realize the UbiStick system.

The next chapter will further discuss how the RF and US location technology is
implemented as a location technology in terms of location techniques and location
estimation method used. I will also present a general discussion on the performance
of this location technology and how this is affected by different factors.
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4 The Radio Frequency and Ultrasonic
signals Location Technology
In the previous chapter, the location technologies were briefly discussed and more
specifically an outline of why the RF and US location technology was chosen to be
deployed to the UbiStick system was presented.

In this chapter, the operation of RF and US technology as the location technology for
the UbiStick user interface is discussed. The chapter also presents a brief summary
of location architectures available and the location technique implemented with the
conesponding location estimation method.

This chapter also presents a general discussion on the factors that may affect the
performance of the RF and US location technology for the first prototype UbiStick
system. A room model for the ultrasonic part of the system with the discussed factors
taken into consideration is also presented.

4.1 Radio Frequency and Ultrasonic signals
background
Ultrasonic signals are high frequency sound waves that are above the human hearing
frequency range (20 kHz and above). Ultrasonic signals in the range 20-100 kHz are
commonly used for distance measurements as well as communication and navigation
by bats, dolphins and some other species. Much higher frequencies, in the range 1-20
MHz, are used for medical diagnostic ultrasound scans, materials evaluation and non
destructive testing [30].
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RF signals operate at different frequency bands depending on the application
required. The DSYS25 [4] sensor platform is using an RF Transceiver chip with RF
signals generated at 2.4GHz frequency.

Factors affecting the propagation of the RF signals and US signals and hence the
performance of the RF and US location technology are discussed in section 4.2.1 and
4.2.2 respectively.

4.1.1 Ranging technique for a RF and US location
technology
The RF and US location system is realized from distance measurements between
transmitters and receivers of the two signals. The distance measurements are
determined from the different times of propagation of the RF and US signals.
A propagating RF wave has an approximate speed of light i.e. 3x10^ ms ' while
ultrasonic signals propagate at the speed of sound in air that is dependent on
temperature e.g. at standard room temperature of 20°C, speed of sound is 343.37ms '
[31].
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The concept of RF and US distance measurement is presented in Figure 4-1. If the
two signals are transmitted simultaneously at time, to from a beacon, the RF signal
will reach the receiver virtually immediately at //, while the ultrasonic signal,
propagating at a much slower speed, will reach the receiver at time t2 and therefore to
~ ti and t2 »t].
The delay. At = t2-1^ between the two times of arrival effectively measures the
propagation time of the US signal from the transmitter to the receiver. The time
delay is used to calculate the distance between the transmitter and the receiver using
the relation: distance. Ad is the product of speed and time expressed in equation
(4.1):
Ad = A/ X

(4.1)

Where At is the time delay and V5 is the speed of sound in air. The time delay
measured is termed Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA).

4.1.2 Positioning technique
The position of a moving device in a room can be determined from the known
distance measurements between the several transmitters and receivers. The
positioning technique used for the UbiStick system is called multilateration.

Definition from Wikipedia [32]:
“Multilateration is the process of locating an object by accurately computing the time
difference of arrival (TDoA) of a signal emitted from the object to three or more
receivers; or locating a receiver by measuring the TDoA of a signal transmitted from
three or more transmitters”.

Multilateration using TDoA has been the preferred technology of choice in high
accuracy location systems such as radars and GPS.
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Principle of multilateration
The principle of multilateration is presented in Figure 4-2 below. The three
transmitter beacons, deployed above ground, act as reference point for the distance
measurements from the moving device. The distance measurement determined from
TDoA between the first transmitting beacon and the device will narrow the position
of the device to the spherical beam pattern of the transmitter. Adding a second
transmitter will narrow the position of the device to the hyperboloid that is formed
by the intersections of the spherical beam patterns of the first and second
transmitters. The third transmitter will give a second hyperboloid on whose
perimeter the device is located. Multilateration can be a very accurate technique
because accuracy can easily be improved at any level by adding more transmitters
[32].

The first prototype design of the UbiStick system will be implemented using the
minimum number of transmitters (3 transmitters) for ease of deployment and cost
reasons.

Figure 4-2 Principle of multilateration
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4.1.3 The localization architecture
To determine whether a “three transmitters and one receiver” system or a “three
receivers and one transmitter” system is to be used; I investigated the classifications
of indoor positioning mechanisms for a moving device using multilateration. The
two major ones are found to be [33]:
1. Active architecture - in this case the position of the receivers is known with
the mobile device being active i.e. transmitting signals. The transmitter is on
the mobile device. Examples of systems using this architecture are: Active
Badge [14], Active Bat [15] and UbiSense [25].
2. Passive architecture - in this case the system has active beacons
transmitting to a passive receiving mobile device. An example of a system
using this architecture is the Cricket Location System [16].

The active architecture system receives simultaneous distance estimates at multiple
receivers from the mobile device; therefore it is likely to perform better tracking than
the passive mobile system where the device obtains only one distance estimate at a
time and may have moved between successive estimates.

The active architecture has the disadvantage of being able to track one mobile device
at a time therefore it can’t be scaled to more than one mobile device operating in one
room. On the other hand, the passive architecture scales better with the number of
mobile devices.

The first prototype of the UbiStick system will be based on a passive architecture i.e.
three transmitters and the UbiStick device as the receiver to have scalability potential
as one of the desirable features of the fully functional UbiStick system presented in
Chapter 1.

Corkl^iilute of Tsclmologj'
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4.1.4 Location Estimation
The accuracy of the multilateration technique is dependent on the number of
transmitters available. In theory, for three transmitters, the hyperboloids should
intersect at one point. However in practice, errors in TDoA measurements will result
to the hyperboloids not to intersect at one point. To optimize the location system
there are several methods of solving these problems mathematically. The most
common two are: Least-Squares method and extended Kalman filter.

Kalman filters are based on linear dynamical systems discretised in the time domain.
They are modelled on a Markov chain built on linear operators perturbed by
Gaussian noise [27]. The state of the system is represented as a vector of real
numbers. A Kalman filter that linearizes about the current mean and covariance is
referred to as an extended Kalman filter.

The algorithm for representing an extended Kalman filter is more complex compared
to the Least Squares Method. Therefore the Least Square Method has been chosen
over the extended Kalman filter because it has a simpler software algorithm that can
easily be implemented in the software system of the first prototype UbiStick system.

The following is a discussion on the Least Squares Method as the implemented
location estimation method in the UbiStick system.

Location Estimation Method: Linear Least Squares [26]
The basic principle of multilateration can be expressed by equation (4.2):

(x,. -)"+(>>,.=//

Where U denotes the distance measured by the
(xi, yi, z,j from the ultrasonic receiver at (x/?, y/t,
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ultrasonic transmitter at position
zr).

Therefore the position of the
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ultrasonic receiver can be calculated given the three range measurements /, (i = 1, 2,
3) from each of the three transmitters that do not lie on the same line [26].

For accurate location estimation, the estimation error is defined by equation (4.3):

= l^i

-

V(-^i

"

f

+ (>'.

-

y + (z;

(4.3)

- Zr )'

where / = 1, 2, 3, is calculated.

The position is estimated by solving the minimization problem to give the optimal
value {x,y,z) given in equation (4.4) below:
ft

ix,y,z}= min Ye,

(4.4)

XR<yR,ZR,

The algorithm above involves calculation of all possible coordinates (xr,

yr, zr).

For

an analytical algorithm to be used in real time applications, equation (4.4) is
linearized using distance data /„ lo and the transmitter positions {xu y,-, z/), {xo, yo, ^o)
to spherical equations (4.5) and (4.6) that are solved to estimate the position of the
receiver.

(z, - )' = lY

(4.5)

+(zo -z*)' =/„'

(4.6)

-XrY + (yi -yR? +

(x„ -xY

Subtracting equation (4.5) from equation (4.6) to get equation (4.7):
2(^0 - X. )x,, + (yo - y. )y^ + 2(zo - z,. )y^ = /.' -- xf - yf - zf + xl + yo^ + z^
(4.7)
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We get an equation for intersecting planes between spheres as shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3 Planes of intersection between spheres used to give estimated position |261

By inputting pairs of (/ = 1, 2, 3; 0) into equation (4.7), we obtain simultaneous
linear equations expressed by the matrix equation (4.8):
AP = B

(4.8)

Where:

yR
RJ
^2(xo-x,)

B

2(yo-y,)

2{z^-z,Y

2(xo-X2) 2{y^-yJ

2{z^-z,)

2{xq-x,)

2{z^-z,)^

2{y^-y,)

2^
^ 72
A
-h +-'‘o+yo+^^
ll - ll - x] - y\ - z] + xl + yl + zl
- ll - 4 - yl - ^3 + 4 + yl+z.

«J
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The position {x,y,z) can then be calculated by the least squares method as a matrix
equation (4.9):
p

= (a^a)^'a^b

(4.9)

This method minimizes the square of the distance between the planes expressed by
equation (4.7) and the estimated position.

4.2 Factors affecting the performance of the RF and
US Location Technology
The RF and US location technology, like any other, has aspects that may affect its
performance. The term ‘performance’ expresses how a system that uses RF and US
location technology can measure accurately and reliably the location of an object.
Since the RF and US system location measurements are determined by the speed and
hence the propagation time of RF and US signals, any factor that affects that
propagation of the signals will in turn affect the performance of the system. The
following subsections are going to discuss generally these factors for both the RF
and US signals so that they can be taken into consideration during the first prototype
design of the UbiStick system.

4.2.1 Factors affecting the propagation of RF signals
The RF signal for the UbiStick location system is initiated by the DSYS25 platform.
Section 4.2.1.1 is going to give a general theoretical overview on the factors that
would affect the RF signal propagation.

4.2.1.1 Environmental factors
The RF signals are transmitted from an antenna which converts the RF signal to an
electromagnetic wave. The receiving antenna intercepts the electromagnetic wave
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and converts it back to, ideally, the original RF signal from the transmitter. But in
practice the electromagnetic wave will be attenuated during propagation due to the
environmental properties that are going to be discussed below.

The amount of RF signal loss attenuation, L between a transmitting antenna and
receiving antenna is defined in terms of signal power in decibels [34] by the equation
(4.10):
rP \
^(dB)

out

10 log

(4.10)

J

V

The RF signal power at the transmitter or receiver is measured in Watts and can also
be expressed in dBm units. The relationship between Watts and dBm is as follows:
=

H-II)

E.g. signal power of lOOmW is equivalent to 20dBm. Typically RF signal power is
expressed in dBm.
The loss/attenuation characteristics of radio propagation are discussed as follows:

Free space[35]

The most basic model of radio signal propagation is free space - a radio wave is
radiated from a point source (antenna) and travels in all directions in a straight line
filling the entire spherical volume of space with radio energy that varies in strength
with a 20dB per decade increase in range (^ rule) [35]. The radiated signal energy
from the source (transmitting antenna) therefore spreads as a function of distance, d
(in meters) from the transmitter. At a distance, d from the antenna, radio energy loss
due to free space (free space loss), FSL is calculated using equation (4.12):
FSL-^

Ajid

A
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Reflections, diffraction, scattering and signal absorption
A normal indoor environment is not free space - the environment may contain
objects and the signal is contained by walls. This changes the propagation
characteristics as there is more than free space loss during radio propagation. There
are three mechanisms of radio wave propagation attributed to reflection, diffraction
and scattering.

Reflection can be described to occur “when a propagating electromagnetic wave
impinges upon an object which has ten times the dimensions when compared to the
wavelength of the propagating wave” [36].

Diffraction “occurs when the radio path between the transmitter and receiver is
obstructed by a surface that has sharp irregularities (edges). The secondary waves
resulting from the obstructing surface are present throughout the space and even
behind the obstacle, giving rise to a bending of waves around the obstacle, even
when a line-of-sight path does not exist between transmitter and receiver.
Diffraction, like reflection, occurs when the dimension of the object is ten times the
dimension of the wavelength of the propagating wave” [36].

Scattering “occurs when the medium through which the wave travels consists of
objects with dimensions that are small compared to the wavelength, and where the
number of obstacles per unit volume is large. Scattered waves are produced by rough
surfaces, small objects, or by other irregularities in the channel. In practice, foliage,
street signs, and lamp posts induce scattering in a mobile communications system”
[36],

When an RF signal propagates through solid objects, some of the signal power is
absorbed. Signal absorption is dependent on the structure of the object (e.g. metal
has high absorption, so do steel and concrete while wood is on the low end) and the
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thickness of the solid object i.e. the thicker the object the higher the amount of power
absorbed. This is represented in the overall loss as Toss allowed’. Walls account for
lOdB to 15dB depending on construction, floors account for 12dB to 27dB of loss
depending if they are made of concrete or wood respectively.

A combination of all or some of the above phenomenon will give rise to additional
radio propagation paths in addition to the original direct signal path and cause signal
distortions. This effect is called multipath, fading, Rayleigh fading or signal
dispersion [35]. The distorted signal will have signal strength variations that
contribute to or deduct from the direct path signal strength. The signal strength
received at the receiving antenna will be the vector sum of all the signals incident
from any direction or angle of arrival.

Indoor propagation has higher multipath reflections, diffraction from sharp comers
of the room or scattering from wall, ceiling or floors and room materials. For
example metallic fixtures cause lossless reflections that interfere with the original
radiated signal. Moreover, people moving around an indoor environment will
contribute to signal attenuation due to multipath.

The above discussed phenomenon is represented in the signal strength loss equation
(4.13) by changing the power decay index, n which is the exponent of the distance
factor in equation (4.12).
L=d

AM

(4.13)

Equation 4.13 can be expressed in dBs as follows:

=«M^)+201og
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If the signal transmitted is at 2.4GHz frequency, since
X =

(4.15)

f

Equation (4.14) is simplified to loss in dB:
^{dB) = 40 +10 X « X log(6f)

(4.16)

An example from an indoor propagation experiment [35], n is found to be 3.5,
therefore the equation (4.16) becomes:
V) =40 + 35 log(rf)

(4.17)

E.g. at 10 meters, the loss, L(dB) will be 75dB.

4.2.1.2 Other factors
In addition to the environmental factors discussed above, the performance of an RF
based system will also depend on the specifications of the antenna. The total
received RF signal power in indoor environments is calculated from the equation
(4.18) taking into account the signal losses discussed above during signal
propagation:
A A”
= EIRP + G/j + lOlog ----And )

(4.18)

Where:
Pr is the received power in dBm;

EIRP is the transmitter antenna Effective Isotropic Radiated Power - the
amount of power in dBm that would have to be emitted by an isotropic
antenna to produce the peak power density observed in the direction of
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maximum antenna gain [37]. This is equal to the transmitted output power
minus cable loss plus the transmitting antenna gain.

The antenna gain, Gr is the measure of directivity - defined as the ratio of the
radiation intensity in a given direction to the radiation that would be obtained
if the power accepted by the antenna was radiated equally in all directions
and is expressed in dBi [38].

4.2.2 Factors affecting the propagation of US signals
4.2.2.1 Environmental factors
Ultrasonic signals travel at a speed of sound. The speed of sound is defined as “the
rate at whieh a sound wave propagates through a given medium, and is dependent on
the elasticity and density of that medium” [43].

Therefore the propagation of ultrasonic signals in air is dependent on the
environmental factors that affect the density of air such as temperature, pressure,
altitude and humidity. Variations in atmospheric pressure have no effect on the speed
of sound, this is because pressure and density both contribute to the speed of sound
equally and in an ideal gas the two effects cancel out [31]. Variations in altitude are
not an important faetor because the system to be developed is an indoor location
system deployed in a lecture room that has constant altitude values. Therefore the
discussion is going to focus on temperature and humidity.

Temperature
The theoretical expression for speed of sound [31] in an ideal gas is given by the
equation (4.19) assuming dry air i.e. relative humidity is 0%.
v„ =

X K
Po
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Where:
Vo is the speed of sound in air at 0°C,
Po is the standard atmospheric air pressure: 101325Pa,
po

is the density of air at 0°C: 1.293kgm'^ and

K is the ratio of the specific heat of gas at constant pressure to that at constant
volume.

The term

k

is dependent upon the number of degrees of freedom of the gaseous

molecule. The number of degrees of freedom depends upon the complexity of the
molecule i.e.

k=

1.67 for monatomic molecules,

k

= 1.40 for diatomic molecules and

K = 1.33 for triatomic molecules. Since air is composed primarily of diatomic
molecules, with the above values of po, Po and /c, the speed of sound in air at 0°C is
given by equation (4.20) obtaining 331.45ms'*. This is proven from experimentally
verified values [31].
'101325
1.2935

X 1.402

(4.20)

The equation for speed of sound as a temperature dependant is obtained by
substituting the equation of state of air of an ideal gas:
PV = RT

(4.21)

where P is gas pressure, V is volume of the gas, T is the absolute temperature and R
is the universal gas constant; and the definition of density p (mass per unit volume)
to give:

Vl + oc3
Where a is coefficient of expansion

(4.22)

1
............. .-3 .
I
= 3.661x10“" in —(- 273.15°C is the
273.15
°C

absolute lowest temperature (0 Kelvin) where all molecules are motionless), 3 is the
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temperature in °C and

is the speed of sound in air at 0°C = 331.45ms'' as obtained

from equation (4.20).
Simplifying equation (4.22) gives;
v, =331.45xjl +

3
273.15

(4.23)

Where v^is the speed of sound in air at temperature, i9 of the room (in °Celsius)
[31]. Therefore speed of sound is directly proportional to the surrounding
temperature.

Using equation (4.23), Table 4-1 below shows the variation of temperature over a
range of -15°C to 25°C and how it affects the speed of sound and the time of flight of
the US signal over 5 meters. The last column shows the time-of-flight deviation as
the temperature deviates from the standard room temperature of 20°C. This can be
quite significant in a location system that is dependent on measuring the time of
night accurately.
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Table 4-1 Variation of speed of sound with temperature with corresponding time of flight of US
signal over 5 meters and time of flight deviation from standard room temperature (i.e. 20°C)
values

Temperature

Speed of

Time for signal to

Time deviation with reference

(°C)

Sound (ms‘')

propagate 5 meters

to standard room temperature

(milliseconds)

of 20°C (milliseconds)

-15.0

322.221

15.517

-0.956

-10.0

325.326

15.369

-0.808

-5.0

328.402

15.225

-0.664

0.0

331.450

15.085

-0.524

5.0

334.470

14.949

-0.387

10.0

337.463

14.816

-0.255

15.0

340.429

14.687

-0.126

20.0

343.370

14.562

0.000

25.0

346.286

14.439

0.123

30.0

349.177

14.319

0.242

35.0

352.045

14.203

0.359

Figure 4-4 represents the time of flight variations from the above Table 4-1 with
respect to temperature variations.
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Figure 4-4 Chart representing the variations of time of flight derived from speed of sound
variations due to variations in room temperature

The temperature variation calculations are assuming an even distribution of heat in a
room. If a room has varying temperatures e.g. a source of heat halfway through the
propagation path, this will have a non-linear effect on the speed of sound that will
give rise to more complex equations. To account for this, the US sensors are placed
away from sources of temperature variants in a room i.e. near heat radiators.

Humidity
Humidity affects the density of air which in turn affects the speed of sound in air as
expressed in equation (4.19). As relative humidity increases in air, the density of air
decreases causing an increase in speed of sound. However, the variation in speed of
sound due to relative humidity variations is so small that it needs not to be taken into
consideration [39].
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On the other hand, relative humidity influences the rate of attenuation of sound
signals. The rate of attenuation of sound in air increases with the frequency of the
ultrasonic signals, and at any given frequency the attenuation varies as a function of
humidity. The value of humidity that produces the maximum attenuation is not the
same for all frequencies. Above 125 kHz, for example, the maximum attenuation
occurs at a relative humidity of 100%; at 40 kHz, maximum attenuation occurs at
50% relative humidity.

Table 4-2 represent the different values of speed of sound and absorption at different
relative humidity values for different frequency ranges of ultrasonic signals
propagating at 20°C temperature [40].
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Table 4-2 Sound attenuation at different ultrasonic signal frequencies, different values of
relative humidity and at a temperature of 20°C

Humidity

0%

30%

50%

70%

90%

100%

Frequency

Absorption

Absorption

Velocity

(kHz)

(dB/Km)

(dB/s)

(m/s)

20

75.37

25.901

342.4394

40

267.01

91.759

342.4397

63

644.66

221.542

342.4397

80

1032.14

354.700

342.4397

20

563.66

193.879

342.7484

40

1110.97

382.172

342.7824

63

1639.47

563.998

342.7961

80

2083.08

716.614

342.8003

20

435.32

149.830

342.9665

40

1255.33

432.101

342.9963

63

2147.11

739.115

343.0203

80

2768.40

953.016

343.0306

20

325.92

112.254

343.2065

40

1112.42

383.165

343.2241

63

2209.63

761.137

343.246

80

3032.30

1044.556

343.2588

20

260.51

89.791

343.4538

40

951.58

327.995

343.4644

63

2065.42

711.948

343.4799

80

2989.02

1030.346

343.4918

20

237.93

82.036

343.5781

40

884.28

304.905

343.5866

63

1973.62

680.543

343.5999

80

2913.01

1004.492

343.6106
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The chart on Figure 4-5 represents Table 4-2 showing the rate of sound absorption at
different relative humidity values for different frequency ranges of ultrasonic signals
propagating at 20°C temperature

Figure 4-5 Chart representing the rate of sound absorption measured with respect to time at
different values of relative humidity for different ultrasonic signal frequency values at 20°C
temperature

4.2.2.2 Room materials properties
Similarly to RF waves, ultrasonic signals as sound waves propagating from a point
sound source travel in spherical waves in all directions filling the entire spherical
volume of space with sound energy. In indoor propagation, sound waves are
absorbed and reflected by the materials that constitute the room structure and content
causing the original transmitted sound energy level to decrease.

Sound attenuation due to materials properties in a room can be measured or
calculated with prior knowledge of the materials properties. Sound attenuation is
measured as a function of distance from the sound source or with respect to time.
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First a brief discussion on sound intensity as an important parameter in calculating
sound attenuation is presented.

Sound intensity
Relatively, sound intensity, / (Wm' ) is defined as the ratio of power at the sound
source to the area covered by the beam radiating from the sound source measured at
any distance from the sound source [43]. For an isotropic source - sound radiating
spherically to all directions from a sound source, the power at the source is inversely
proportional to the surface area of dissipation as given in the equation (4.24):
I =

W

(4.24)

4nd‘

Where W is the sound power and d is the distance from the source that represents the
radius of the (spherical) area covered by the beam.

Sound signal attenuation measurements with respect to time
Reverberation time can be interpreted to measure the rate of attenuation of sound
from a sound source with respect to time. Reverberation time, Tr is defined as the
time in seconds for collection of reflected sounds, obtained from a loud tone, from
the surfaces in an enclosure like an auditorium to ‘die away’ or become inaudible
(for lower frequency sounds) after the sound transmission is stopped [44].

Wallace Clement Sabine explained and derived the relationship between
reverberation time and room properties and parameters. Reverberation time is
therefore taken as a function of room materials absorption and room volume.

The room materials absorption is expressed in terms of the ability of the material to
absorb sound expressed as absorption coefficients. Absorption coefficient, a is
defined as “the ratio of sound energy absorbed by a given surface to the sound
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energy incident upon that surface” [43]. Absorption coefficients of materials can be
calculated from equation (4.25):
a-

(4.25)

Where 4 is the sound intensity absorbed (Wm‘^) and /,• is the incident sound intensity
(Wm' ). Absorption coefficients range from 0 to I, with 0 being 0% absorption and 1
being 100% absorption of sound energy.

The room parameters are expressed in terms of volume, V (m‘^) of an enclosed room
'y

and the surface area, 5 (m ) of the absorptive materials m an enclosed room.

The standard reverberation time is calculated at a drop of 60 dB. The 60 dB drop is
the approximate difference between the sound level produced by the source (in
Sabine’s experiment where he used the sound source as an organ pipe) and the level
at which the sound became inaudible in the prevailing background noise level.

The reverberation time,

for a 60 dB drop can be measured in a laboratory through

impulse or steady state excitation to measure the time after 30 dB decay and the
result doubled or alternatively calculated using Sabine’s equation [45]. Sabine’s
equation assumes uniform distribution of sound - sound transmitted from a point
sound source reaches every comer of the room in equal strength to all directions.

Sabine’s equation is given in equation (4.26) below:
kV

(4.26)

R{60dB)

Where
k is Sabine’s empirical constant (= 0.16sm' );

V is the total volume of the room (m^);
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S (m^) is the sum of all individual absorptive boundary surface areas in the
room i.e.
(4.27)

5 =
(=1

Where i represent each of the room surfaces 1, 2, 3, ..n;

is the mean absorption coefficient of the room surfaces calculated as

(4.28)

=

with A (m^Sabine) the sum of all individual absorptive boundary surface
areas multiplied by their respective absorption coefficients calculated as:
n

/=i

where i represent each of the room surfaces 1,2,3,

■

m is the air absorption coefficient (nf');

In practice, Sabine’s equation is not realistic when there is considerable room
absorption. Eyring improved Sabine's equation to make it applicable to less
reverberant spaces, by treating the waves as being absorbed only at the surfaces [45].
The improved calculation for reverberation time is dependent on the value of the
mean absorption coefficient. Therefore reverberation time is calculated using the

Sahine-Eyring equation (4.30):
T.

kV

R{60dB)

A
In
a m V 1 -cc.
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The reverberation time, TR(60dB) can then be converted to sound decay rate, Dr sound attenuation with respect to time (dB per second) [46] using the equation
(4.31).
60dB

(4.31)

T

'■ R(60dB)

Sound signal attenuation measurements with respect to distance
Sound attenuation is measured in relation to distance in terms of sound pressure
levels. Sound pressure is defined as “the measured sound strength that is pressure
changes produced by a sound wave” [43].
Sound Pressure Level, SPL is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous sound
pressure, P to the reference pressure, Pref where the reference pressure is
2*10"^ Pascal and in dB, sound pressure level is calculated with equation (4.32):
SPL = 2Q\og

(4.32)

p

V w;
Example values of sound pressure levels:
100 dB for a diesel truck positioned at a distance of ten metres.
107 dB for a lawn mower positioned one metre from the receiver.
130 dB for a jet plane positioned 30 metres from the receiver.

The relationship between the sound pressure levels between two distances, di and dz
from a point sound source [43], is given by equation (4.33), in dB:
SPL 2{dB) = ■5™!^-20 log 10

(4.33)
V

J

And taking into account the room materials properties, the instantaneous sound
pressure level, SPLinstam at a point distance, d from the sound source is calculated
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using equation (4.34) assuming sound will be transmitted equally in all directions
[41].

= SWLsource (dB)+1010g,o

4
^ +—
Ancr R
Q

(4.34)

The parameters of the above equation (4.34) represent the following:

Sound power level at the source, SlVL^ourct (dB)
This is the sound power level at the source. Sound power is defined as the sound
energy emitted from the sound source per unit time. And Sound Power Level, SWL is
defined as the ratio of the sound source power, W to the reference power, ITre/where
the reference power is lO '^ Watts [43]. In dB, sound power level is calculated with
equation (4.35):

5m„,) = ioiog

^ w ^
w J

(4.35)

Room constant, R
Room constant, R expresses the sound attenuation due to room materials properties.
The value of room constant is realized from equation (4.28) and (4.29) to equation
(4.36):
R^

Where

(4.36)

l-rz„

is the mean absorption coefficient and A is the sum of all individual

boundary surface areas multiplied by their respective absorption coefficients.
Alternatively, room constant can also be calculated from reverberation time using the
equation (4.37):
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kV

R=

(4.37)

Distance, d (m)
This is the distance from the sound source.

Directivity coefficient, Q
The directivity factor or coefficient itself is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the
beam at a point to the intensity of an isotropic sound source [42] expressed as
equation (4.38):
(438)

L

Where I^ is the intensity of the beam at a point and 4 is the intensity of an isotropic
sound source. In dB, the directivity coefficient is given by the equation (4.39):

The directivity coefficient can be derived from equation (4.38) to show the
dependence of the value of the directivity factor, D(dB) on the location of the sound
source in the room [42]. Directivity coefficient is also expressed in terms of the beam
angle, (p of the ultrasonic transmitter as shown in equation (4.40):

Qtan

^ (p^

(4.40)

The directivity factor values with respect to the position of a sound source at
different locations in a room are as shown in Figure 4-6 with corresponding
description in Table 4-3.
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Figure 4-6 Directivity factor values at different sound intensity distributions depending on the
location of the sound source

Table 4-3 Different values of the directivity factor and the corresponding intensity distribution

Directivity

Intensity distribution

factor
1

Uniform distribution of sound on the surface of a sphere Isotropic source

2

Uniform distribution of the sound on the surface of a
hemisphere

4

Uniform distribution of the sound on the surface of ‘Ath of a
sphere

8

Uniform distribution of the sound on the surface of Vsth of a
sphere

4.2.2.3 Other factors
As in RF, ultrasonic sensors specifications such as beam angle and operating
frequency are important in determining the performance of the US and RF location
system. The frequency of operation of the signal can range from 20 kHz to 20MHz
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[30]. The relationship between frequency,/, wavelength, X and speed of sound,

is

expressed by:
=/x/l

(4.41)

The wavelength will determine the performance of the ultrasonic system - the higher
the frequency, the shorter the wavelength and the higher the rate of attenuation of the
ultrasonic signals [53].

4.2.3 Modelling a room to calculate sound attenuation and
reverberation time
A room can be modelled for measuring sound attenuation by measuring the surface
area of the room i.e. wails, ceiling, glass windows, benches etc and using the
corresponding sound absorption coefficients of the room materials which are
standardized at different frequencies (standard chart in Appendix A. 1.1).

The presence of people in the room also affects the rate of sound attenuation. The
model assumes a lecture room with about 30 people present. Sound attenuation
modelling is done using the specifications of a typical lecture room (B263 in CIT)
given in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4 Measured model room specifications

Room dimensions (m)
Height

2.85

Width

7.1

Length

9.8

Number of people in room

30

Absorption coefficients
Walls (painted cement)

0.03

Floor (carpeted)

0.45

Ceiling

0.05

Door (wooden)

0.04

Seats (fabric upholstered and occupied)

0.85

Windows (glass)

0.02

Seats (fabric upholstered and empty)

0.7
0.08

Desks (wooden and empty)

Surface areas (m^)
Walls

81.1942

Floor

69.58

Ceiling

69.58
2.0592

Door

9.72

Seats (occupied)
High windows (facing corridor)

3.551

High windows (facing yard)

3.888

Low windows

5.6376

Seats (empty)

17.496

Desks

15.015
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Calculated values:
Mean absorption coefficient, am

0.213452083

Total surface area, S (m^)

277.721

Volume, V (m^)

198.303

Room sound Absorption, A (m'^Sabine)

59.280126

Room constant, R

75.36746934

Reverberation time, TR(60dB) (seconds)

0.538955585

Assuming an ultrasonic transmitter as the sound source has a power level, SWL of
1 lOdB and a beam angle of 60°, and a receiver that can detect up to 40dB of the
signal, the sound attenuation with respect to distance is represented in Table 4-5 and
Figure 4-7 represents the rate of attenuation with respect to distance from the
transmitter.
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Table 4-5 Attenuation of sound with respect to distance in a modelled lecture room

SWL

Distance

SPL at

at

from

Transmitter

Directivity

distance, d

Sound

source

source, d

beam angle, (p

coefficient.

from source

attenuation

(dB)

(m)

(degrees)

Q

(dB)

(dB)

110

1

60

12

110.035

-0.035

no

2

60

12

104.651

5.349

no

3

60

12

102.019

7.981

no

4

60

12

100.521

9.479

no

5

60

12

99.603

10.397

no

6

60

12

99.009

10.991

no

7

60

12

98.607

11.393

no

8

60

12

98.325

11.675

no

9

60

12

98.120

11.880

no

10

60

12

97.967

12.033

no

11

60

12

97.851

12.149

no

12

60

12

97.760

12.240

no

13

60

12

97.688

12.312
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Figure 4-7 The attenuation of sound with respect to distance as calculated from equation (4.34)

The simulation results bear the following observations for the room modelled: the
room materials properties contribute to attenuation but at the attenuation rate
measured, they are going have a small effect on the overall performance of the
system i.e. the room has maximum dimension of 10 meters, for which the
corresponding sound pressure level is still very significant (approximately 98dB)
hence it is still detectable by the receiver.
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4.2.4 Conclusion
Knowing the factors that can affect the performance of the RF and US location
system allows for them to be accounted for during the design of the UbiStick system
enabling subsequent location measurements to be more accurate.

For any others factors that affect the performance of the location technology and
have not been pre-determined from the literature reviewed, they can be compensated
for during the system calibration process.

4.3 Chapter Summary
From the literature review, I have presented the radio frequency and ultrasonic
signals location technology and discussed the ranging technique and the location
technique used to implement this technology.
I have further discussed the factors that may affect the performance and hence the
design of the RF and US location technology for the first prototype UbiStick system.
And finally I have presented a model for ultrasonic signal attenuation in a typical
lecture room.

Chapter 5 will discuss the system architecture for the first prototype design of the
UbiStick based on the RF and US location technology.
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5 System Architecture
This chapter is going to present the identified physical hardware units and system
architecture of the first prototype design of the UbiStick system.

5.1 Physical Hardware Units
From Chapter I, it has been proposed that the UbiStick system be based on the
DSYS25 [4] sensor platform from Tyndall National Institute. Therefore the first
UbiStick protot>T3e design must be able to be integrated with the sensor platform’s
hardware and software.

The sensor platform once integrated with sensors will form a sensor node. A sensor
node basically comprises a microcontroller, a radio front-end for communications, a
power supply and incorporated sensors. For the UbiStick system, the sensors
incorporated are for location sensing realized with the RF and US location
technology and motion sensing realized with motion sensors to enable the UbiStick
device to sense gestures and pointing motions.

As discussed in chapter 4, the hybrid RF and US location technology operates using
the TDoA technique. Furthermore, it has been discussed that the location of the
UbiStick device will be determined using multilateration with the passive mobile
system architecture. Therefore to implement the location technology for the UbiStick
system based on the above findings, 3 transmitting units and a mobile receiver for
RF and US signals are necessary. The transmitting units are going to be stationary
placed on the walls of a room in a triangular format - one at each apex of the
triangle. The mobile receiver can then be located within line of sight of the three
transmitters.
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The ultrasonic transmitter sensors are integrated to the DSYS25 sensor platform to
make the transmitter sensor nodes and the ultrasonic receiver sensor and motion
sensors are integrated to the DSYS25 sensor platform to make the UbiStick device
sensor node.

The first prototype UbiStick system will therefore be comprised of the following
hardware sensor nodes to implement real time location estimates and motion sensing
forming a sensor network of 4 sensor nodes:
1. Transmitter sensor node 1
2. Transmitter sensor node 2
3. Transmitter sensor node 3
4. UbiStick device sensor node

Tracking gestures and pointing motions using location estimates requires the data to
be updated as frequently as possible to keep track of all movements at whatever
speed the user is moving the UbiStick device. 1'he ATmegal28L [47]
microcontroller on the DSYS25 platform does not have enough memory for storing
all the data as it has only 128kB of flash. To resolve this, distributed processing is
used - data gathered from sensor nodes has basic processing implemented on the
sensor platform and is transferred out to be further processed and analysed by a high
speed processor with a larger memory than the ATmegal28L microcontroller.

For data gathering to implement distributed processing, it was investigated if the
identified sensor nodes above can do data gathering and transferring to a processor
while at the same time implementing the location sensing system. This proved not to
be feasible because of data throughput in the sensor nodes communication.

In addition, to reali ze distributed processing, the sensor node network needed to be
linked via cable to the ‘outside’ processor i.e. a PC. This required a wired link from
the sensor node gathering the data to the PC. Considering the desirable feature of the
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UbiStick of having wireless communications it was proposed that a base station
sensor node be used as the linker - removing a trail of communication cables from
any of the transmitter sensor nodes or the UbiStick device sensor node.

The base station is a stationary sensor node that links the sensor nodes network to the
processing PC. For remote processing, a gateway PC is used where the base station
sensor node forwards all the sensor network data to the gateway PC that in turn
passes on the data to the processing PC.

Hence the following support hardware units are required in addition to the
transmitter sensor nodes and the UbiStick device sensor node:
5. Base Station sensor node
6. Gateway PC e.g. embedded PC
7. Processing PC

5.2 System Architecture
From the above physical hardware units the system architecture of the first prototype
UbiStick system is devised as shown in Figure 5-1. The three transmitter sensor
nodes and base station are stationary and the UbiStick device sensor node is mobile.
All sensor nodes are capable of bi-directional wireless communication via RF
broadcasting.

The UbiStick device sensor node is set with ID = 0 communicating with the
transmitter sensor nodes set with IDs =1,2 and 3 to obtain the time difference of
arrival of the RF and US signals. The UbiStick device sensor node broadcasts to the
base station location data with ID = 0 and motion data with ID = 5 to separate the
data information sent (location vs. orientation). The base station has no ID but listens
to all broadcasts and forwards all packets from the sensor node network using serial
communication to the gateway PC. The gateway PC is connected to the Local Area
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Network (LAN) via TCP/IP connection to enable remote access to a processing PC
for data processing and analysis or alternatively the gateway PC can also act as the
processing PC by processing data locally.

This architecture addresses the wireless communications feature of the UbiStick
system in this prototype design. The sensor nodes in the sensor node network are
communicating wirelessly to each other removing the need of communication cables
enabling the user to move freely in the application room when using the UbiStick
device.
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Figure 5-1 First prototype UbiStick system architecture

5.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have presented the physical hardware units that make up the first
prototype UbiStick system and its system architecture.
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The next chapter is a discussion of the hardware implementation of the first
prototype UbiStick system based on the identified hardware units and the system
architecture.
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6 Hardware System Implementation
In this chapter I will discuss the hardware implementation of the first prototype
UbiStick system. First 1 will present the hardware system overview as based on the
system architecture discussed in Chapter 5. Next, a discussion on the different
identified design blocks in the hardware system based on functionality is presented.
And finally a discussion on the first prototype design of the UbiStick hardware
system will also be presented.

6.1 Hardware System Overview
From the literature review (Chapter 3 and 4) and the system architecture presented in
Chapter 5, 1 have identified the major hardware parts and components necessary to
realize the location and motion sensing system as follows:
■

A pair of ultrasonic transducers for ultrasonic signal transmission and
reception;

■

An RF transceiver for radio frequency signals transmission and reception as
well as wireless communication;

■

Inertial sensors for motion sensing: accelerometers and gyroscopes;

■

DSYS25 [4J sensor platform incorporating a microcontroller for data
collection and basic processing;

■

A PC for data analysis and advanced processing of data;

■

Power supply to power up the sensors circuit;

Plus peripheral components such as capacitors, resistors, inductors and connectors.
The availability of the above mentioned sensors in small IC packages that take up
very little board space allow for a small and compact hardware PCB design to be
accommodated addressing the compact feature of the UbiStick system in this
prototype design.
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The major components identified are grouped into functional units and are presented
in Figure 6-1 as they relate to the function they perform or help perform.

Wireless
Communication
and Processing
Unit
RF Antenna, RF
Transceiver and
microcontroller on
DSYS25 Sensor
Platform and PC

Location Unit

RF Antenna, RF
Transceiver (on
DSYS25 platform)
and
Ultrasonic
transducers

Motion Sensing
Unit

Inertial Sensors:
Accelerometers and
Gyroscopes

Figure 6-1 Block diagram showing the UbiStick hardware functional units

The UbiStick device as a packaged system will therefore comprise of individual
components as well as those that are already incorporated within the DSYS25 sensor
platform. The DSYS25 sensor platform was specifically chosen as the sensor
platform for the UbiStick system because AWS [48] has linked research projects
using the same platform.

6.2 Wireless Communications and Processing Unit
The microcontroller, RF transceiver and RF antenna make the Wireless
Communications and Processing unit and they are part of the DSYS25 sensor
platform. Figure 6-2 shows the DSYS25 sensor platform and its corresponding
features and specifications that are relevant to the UbiStick system are listed on
Table 6-1. This section will discuss the ATmegal28L microcontroller and the RF
transceiver as part of the UbiStick communication and processing unit.
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Figure 6-2 A DSYS25 sensor platform from Tyndall National Institute [49|

Table 6-1 The DSYS25 sensor platform specifications |49|

Specification

Tyndall Module: DSYS25

PCB area (mm^)

25x25

Clock Speed (MHz)

4

Microcontroller

ATMegal28L(MLF)

Power Supply

Coin cell 3V or external battery

Hardware UART

2 (Microcontroller)

Expansion connector size pins

80 f 40 + 20

Flash (kB)

128

SRAM (kB)

4 (Microcontroller)

RF transceiver

Nordic nRF2401 (GFSK)

RF Data Rate (bps)

IM

Radio frequency (GHz)

2.4

Radio range (m)

10 (Low power mode)

6.2.1 ATinegal28L microcontroller
The Atmel AYR ATmegal28L [47] microcontroller is a low-power microcontroller
with 128K bytes of programmable flash memory, 512K bytes of serial flash and 4K
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bytes of EEPROM. It operates on the RISC [50] architecture and has a processor
speed of 4MHz.
The ATMegal28L has 51 pins of which 32 are general purpose registers. Other pins
are connections to the Real Time Counter (RTC), four flexible Timer/Counters with
compare modes and PWM, 2 USARTs, a byte oriented Two-wire Serial Interface, an
8-channel-10-bit ADC with optional differential input stage with programmable
gain, programmable Watchdog Timer with Internal Oscillator, an SPI serial port,
IEEE Std. 1149.1 compliant JTAG test interface, also used for accessing the On-chip
Debug system and programming and six software selectable power saving modes
(see block diagram on Figure 6-3).

All registers are directly connected to the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) allowing two
independent registers to be accessed in one single instruction executed in one clock
cycle. The resulting architecture is more code efficient while achieving throughputs
of up to ten times faster than conventional CISC microcontrollers.
The ATmegal28 AVR is supported with a full suite of program and system
development

tools

including:

C

compilers,

macro

assemblers,

program

debugger/simulators, in-circuit emulators, and evaluation kits that allow it to be
programmed to analyze the incoming data from the sensing units. The ports registers
interfacing assignments for the UbiStick system sensor outputs will be discussed in
Chapter 7.2.2.
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Figure 6-3 Block diagram of the ATmegal28L microcontroller |471

Hardware Support for the DSYS25 platform
The DSYS25 sensor platform can be stacked on a programming board (see Figure
6-4) that connects to the JTAG interface. The programming board also has LEDs,
power connectors to supply power to the sensor platform and a RS232 serial
connector for serial communication with a PC. The LEDs are used to give feedback
for applications in response to commands and events from the microcontroller.
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Figure 6-4 Programming board for DSYS25 platform

6.2.2 The nRF2401 Radio Transceiver
The RF transceiver on the sensor platform used to transmit and receive RF signals is
the Nordic nRF2401 [51] single-chip radio transceiver in a small 24-pin package
(QFN24 5x5mm). It operates in the 2.4-2.5GHz ISM band with a distance range of
10m.

The transceiver consists of a fully integrated frequency synthesizer, a power
amplifier, a crystal oscillator and a modulator. Output power and frequency channels
are easily programmable by use of the 3-wire serial interface. Current consumption is
very low, only 10.5mA at an output power of -5dBm and 18mA in receive mode.
Built-in Power Down modes make power saving easily realizable.

Figure 6-5 shows the block diagram of the nRF2401 transceiver chip. The nRF2401
chip provides the hardware necessary for configuring the transmission and reception
communication rates. It operates in ShockBurst [51] mode on the sensor platform
with a high data rate of 1 Mbps.
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Figure 6-5 Block diagram of nRF2401 transceiver chip |511

6.3 Location Unit Design
This functional unit is responsible for determining the 3-D location of the UbiStick
in the room. The Location Unit comprises of ultrasonic transducers and an RF
antenna. The RF antenna is part of the DSYS25 sensor platform.

6.3.1 RF antenna
The RF antenna for sending RF signals to determine location is a TriCOME
TCAIOFR 2.4GHz embedded antenna [52] shown in Figure 6-6. It is a high gain,
omni-directional antenna with a wide bandwidth of 300MHz and centre frequency of
2450MHz. The peak gain is 3dBi with a typical gain of 2dBi. It is miniaturized in
size and light weight which makes it suitable for use on small PCB designs.
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Figure 6-6 The TCAIOFR antenna from TriCOME (521

6.3.2 Ultrasonic Transmitters and Receivers
There are two main types of ultrasonic transducers: piezo-electric and electrostatic.
Electrostatic transducers, though typically used in ultrasonic range detection, operate
at very high voltages (150 -200 Vdc) which are too high to operate for the UbiStick
system. Piezoelectric transducers, on the other hand are small, cheap, robust and
reliable enough to implement the ranging system with consideration for the latency
in their response due to mechanical inertia.

An in-depth look at the ultrasonic transmitter’s and receiver’s internal circuitry is
outside the scope of this project but the transmitter and receiver chosen for the
UbiStick system operate according to the design considerations discussed below:

Resonant Frequency
Ultrasonic transducers which operate in standard air atmosphere are manufactured
with a resonant frequency of 40kHz, this frequency is inaudible to humans - no
sound can be detected by people in the environment where the ultrasonic transducers
are operating. Also at this frequency, there is a low level of interference from the
environment - people talking, car sounds etc.

Beam angle pattern
When sound waves are propagating, their directivity and propagation are related to
their wavelengths [53]. The beam angle pattern represents the relative sensitivity of a
transmitter or receiver. It shows the direction of radiation of power from a sound
transmitter or the direction of sound reception sensitivity of a receiver.
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This pattern is determined by factors such as the frequency of operation and the size,
shape and acoustic phase characteristics of the vibrating surface. Ultrasonic
transducers can be designed to radiate sound in many different types of patterns,
from virtually omni directional to very narrow beams.

For a transducer with a circular radiating surface vibrating in phase, the beam angle,
^ is a function of the ratio of the wavelength of sound, A at the operating frequency to
the diameter, D of the radiating surface [53]. This is given in the equation (6.1)
below:

Sin

^ (p^

A
D

(6.1)

Since the wavelength of sound, A is the given by the ratiowhere / is the
frequency of operation of the ultrasonic transmitter and vv is the speed of sound in
air, equation (6.1) becomes:

Sin

^ (p^

\2)

Dxf

(6.2)

Where D is the diameter of the transducer radiating surface.

Therefore the larger the diameter of the transducer radiating surface as compared to a
constant wavelength of sound, the narrower the sound beam. For example, for
transducer with a diameter of 25mm will produce a beam angle of 40° when
operating at room temperature (at 20°C, speed of sound is 343.37ms'’) at 40kHz
frequency.
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In the first prototype Ubi Stick system, ultrasonic piezoelectric sensors from Mu rata
[54] are used. The receiver (Murata part number MA40B8R [55]) can sense up to a
range of 6m. The beam angle of these sensors is 50° and the maximum input voltage
for the transmitter (Murata part number MA40B8S [55]) is

40Vpeak-to-peak-

Figure 6-7

shows the beam pattern diagram of the MA40B8R ultrasonic receiver from Murata.

Figure 6-7 Beam pattern of MA40B8R ultrasonic receiver from Murata (55|

Transmitter and Receiver Sensitivity’
The transmitter source power, SWL is 120 dB operating at 40 kHz and receiver has a
sensitivity of Sound Pressure Level, SPL = -63dB. The minimum and maximum
detectable ranges are 20cm to 6m respectively.

Table 6-2 shows the summary of the choice of ultrasonic transducers for the
UbiStick location system.

Table 6-2 Specifications summary of the Murata ultrasonic sensors (55j
Part Number

Construction

Method

Nominal
Freq.
(kHz)

Using

MA40B8R

Open stnjct.

Receiver

40

MA40B8S

Open struct.

Transmitter

40

Overall
Sensitivity
(mVp-rt

Sensitivity

S.P.L.

(dB)

(dB)

-63 typ.
(0dB=10V/Pa)
120 typ.
(0dB=0.02mPa)
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Direc Cap. Operating Detectable Resolu
Ternp. Range
tion
tivity
(pF)
0
fC)
(mm)

"sr

50

2000

-30 to 65

0.2 to 6

9

50

2000

-30 to 65

0.2 to 6

9

Max.
Input Voltage
(Vp^))

40
Continuous signal
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6.3.2.1 Transmitter design circuit
An analogue circuit is required to drive the ultrasonic transducers. The transmitter
driving circuit used for the UbiStick system is a popular design with minor variations
that has already been used in several applications [56], [57] and has been proven to
work.

Circuit Design considerations
The ultrasonic transmitter can be driven by a maximum of 40Vpeak-to-peak

[55].

The

input voltage signal applied is proportional to range of the ultrasonic sensors. The
circuit design aims to achieve the full range of the transmitter i.e. 6m. The voltage
level to achieve this has been established to be

15Vpeak-to-peak - 20Vpeak-to-peak

by

driving the ultrasonic transmitters directly using a signal generator at 40kHz. This
circuit design aims to achieve 18Vpeak-to-peak voltage.
Since the transmission of the ultrasonic signal is initialized from the microcontroller,
which can only supply up to 3.3V, transistors are used to drive paralleled CMOS
inverter gates to increase the voltage level. CMOS inverters are used for fast
switching.
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Figure 6-8 Circuit design for the ultrasonic transmitter part of the UbiStick system (derived
from |56| and |57|)

Circuit Theory of operation
The circuit theory of operation for driving the ultrasonic transmitter is explained with
reference to the ultrasonic transmitter circuit on Figure 6-8.

A clock pulse with a frequency of 40kHz is input from the microcontroller to the
CMOS NAND gate, UlA. This is a Quad 2-lnput MC14011B [58] from ON
Semiconductors [59]. The NAND gate shifts the input signal by 180°.

The microcontroller in-phase signal is the input to a bipolar transistor, Q2 and the
phase shifted signal is input to a second bipolar transistor, Ql. The microcontroller
input voltage level is 3.3V and the NAND gate operates on 5V. The bipolar
transistor, Q2 shifts the logic level from 3.3V (microcontroller “ON” level) and the
bipolar transistor, Ql shifts the logic level from 5V (NAND “ON” level) to DC value
supplied to the transistors (9V) due to the operational voltage mismatches of the
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microcontroller and the NAND gate with the driver circuit. The bipolar transistors
used in this circuit are 2SC1815 [60] from Toshiba [61].

The outputs from the bipolar transistors are fed into the paralleled inverter arms
U2A-U2B and U2C-U2D. “This configuration doubles the voltage swing at the
output and provides the required 18Vpeak-to-peak to the transmitter transducer. Two
gates are connected in parallel so that each arm can provide adequate current drive to
the transducer” [56]. “The voltage applied to the transmitter is twice the one from the
single inverter input (have a positive and negative peak to peak value)” [57]. The
inverters used for the UbiStick system are MCI4069 CMOS Hex inverters [62]
manufactured by ON Semiconductor [59].

The capacitor, Cl at the driver circuit output removes DC supply at the transmitter
that would otherwise create a DC current that could damage the transmitter.

For the UbiStick system, the voltage supplied by the microcontroller to the NAND
gate is only 3.3 V and the power to the transistors is 9V therefore the inverter circuit
operates on 9V on each leg driving the transmitter at 18Vpeak-to-peak-
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Hardware measurements from the transmitter circuit
Tek Brann 5.00IV1S/S
163Acqs
[ .......................T.....

Cl Freq
44.592kHz
Low signal
amplitude

Figure 6-9 The input waveforms to the transistors: Channel 1 waveform generated at 44.6kHz
by the microcontroller (3.3Vpeak-to-peak) *s fed through a resistor to the transistor, Q2. Channel 2
waveform is the output from the NAND gate, U1A which is phase shifted by 180° and is 5V,,eakto-peak

Tek MPrai 2.50MS/S

2448 Acqs
T

C2 Pk-Pk
1.52 V

Cl Pk-Pk
9.84 V

Figure 6-10 Channel 1 waveform 9.84Vpeak-to-peak is the output from the bipolar transistor, Q2,
and the Channel 2 waveform 1.52V is the input to the transistor, Q2.
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TeK SEKEI

1.00MS/s
888 Acqs
[............................T............................ ]

Cl Pk-Pk
10.2 V

C3 Pk-Pk
10.2 V

Figure 6-11 Channel 1 and Channel 3 waveforms are the outputs from the transistors, Q1 and
Q2 to the two paralleled arms of the inverter driver circuit. They are 10.2Vpeak-to-peak and 180°
out of phase with each other.

C3-»C1 Pha
-184.6 °
Low signal
amplitude
Cl Pk-Pk
10.4 V

C3 Pk-Pk
10.2 V

Figure 6-12 Channel 1 and Channel 3 are output waveforms from the two paralleled inverter
arms (U2A-U2B and U2C-U2D). They are 10.2Vpeak-to-peak and approximately 180° out of phase
with each other.
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Figure 6-13 The niaximum output ultrasonic signal that can achieved at the transmitter legs
with this circuit on the hardware is 16Vpeak-to-peak*

6.3.2.2 Receiver design circuit
The ultrasonic receiver circuit comprises of an amplifying circuit block, rectifying
circuit block and a detection circuit block. On reception the ultrasonic receiver
generates an AC signal whose amplitude is dependent on the signal strength of the
ultrasonic signal received that is also dependent on the distance from transmitter to
receiver. The signal is then amplified and converted to logic-level pulses.

Circuit design considerations and theory of operation
The circuit design for the ultrasonic receiver is also derived from popular design
already available with minor variations applied. I am going to explain the operation
of the receiver circuit in terms of the different circuit blocks identified above.
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Amplification

Figure 6-14 Ampiirication unit (derived from j56| and |571)

Looking at amplifier circuit design in Figure 6-14, the AC signal generated at the
ultrasonic receiver is coupled by a capacitor C27 and amplified using the resistors R4
and

and on the second stage using resistors R66 and R68- The following equation

(6.3) is used to calculate the closed loop gain of an inverting amplifier:
A=

-R feedback

Therefore the stage I gain is 100 as

R input

(6.3)

= 100M^2, R4 ^ lOkH and stage 2 gain is 10

times the output signal of the first stage as R68 = lOOkQ, R66 = lOkQ giving an
overall amplification of 1000 (60 dB) by the two stage audio AC amplifiers. The
high gain amplifying circuit will amplify even very small ultrasonic signal strengths
which may be encountered with the ultrasonic transmitter at maximum distance
range and allow them to be detected. At the close range, the signal strength is high
and will drive the amplifier into saturation i.e. operate at the rails.

Due to the high gain of the first stage amplification circuit, DC signals must be
blocked to prevent them from being amplified and cause the AC output to run up
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against the negative rail. This is done by connecting capacitors C27 and C34 in series
with the inputs to the amplifiers.

For power supply considerations, one of the UbiStick device desirable features is to
be portable and therefore battery powered. The amplification circuit is designed to
operate using a single power supply (operates between positive peak and power
ground) and the design has a DC bias of

sup ply

to allow for the AC output to swing

equally between Vsuppiy and ground without clipping one-half of the audio signal. A
decoupling capacitor C47 removes noise from the power supply through the voltage
divider circuit for the bias input that may affect the amplifier operation.

Amplification is done using I.M833 dual low noise audio operational amplifiers
[63] from National Semiconductors [64] - fast enough to provide the required gain
at the 40 kHz operating frequency.

Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 show the PSpice simulation of the outputs from the
amplification circuit on Figure 6-14 and hardware measurements from the ultrasonic
signal amplification circuit are shown on Figures 6-17 to 6-20.
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Figure 6-15 PSpice Simulation of the amplification circuit on Figure 6-14 showing the input and
the output from the first amplification
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Figure 6-16 PSpice Simulation of the amplification circuit on Figure 6-14 showing the input and
the output from the second amplification

Tek tiwmn 50.0GS/S ET
f- -

305 Acqs
T

C2 Freq
7.92912GHZ
Low
resolution

46.0mV\

M i.dOns Chi y

-SOmV 24 Jun 2005
09:43:29

Figure 6-17 Output at the ultrasonic receiver when the ultrasonic transmitter is off. This is the
input to the first amplifier. The output is a noise signal; the noise is due to hardware circuitry.
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Ten aitTiH 2.50MS/S

444 Acqs
T

Figure 6-18 Oscilloscope measurement at the output of the receiver - 44.4kHz ultrasonic signal
is detected at 84.8mVpeak-to-peak* This is the input to the first amplifier.

Tek aPTm 2.50MS/S

146 Acqs
...... T---------------------- ]

Figure 6-19 Oscilloscope measurement of the output from the first amplifier. The signal has
been amplified to 4.5Vpeak-to-peak* This is the input to second amplifier.
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Tek aiirni

2.50ms/s

182 Acqs
T

C2 Freq
44.39SkHZ

C2 Pk-Pk
8.24 V

[AAlil ^.00 vV

M ifl.Ous

V‘

-goWiV 24Jun 2005
10:00:07

Figure 6-20 Oscilloscope measurement of the second amplifier output with the amplifier
operating at the rails. The output is 8.24Vpeak-to-peak

Rectification and Smoothing
The saturated signal from the second amplifier is then rectified with half wave
rectification using BAT81 Schottky diodes [65] from Philips [66], Di and D2 as this
is a high frequency characteristics circuitry (see circuit diagram in Figure 6-21). The
output is a positive DC signal with a positive magnitude dependant on the input
signal (output from the second stage amplifier). The capacitor,

C44

smoothes the

signal and the output go to the comparator circuit.

Figure 6-22 shows the simulation of the circuit on Figure 6-21 and the corresponding
hardware measurement is shown in Figure 6-23.
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Figure 6-22 PSpice Simulation showing the input and the output from the rectifier circuit on
Figure 6-21

Tek apraa sooks/s
[

403 Acqs
.......... r................... .........]

Cl Max
7.68 V

Figure 6-23 Oscilloscope measurement of the output from the rectifier circuit /input to the
comparator when ultrasonic signal has been detected. The output of the rectifier circuit is 7.68V
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Detection
The signal detector circuit on Figure 6-24 consists of a Low power operational
amplifier LIV1358 [67] with slew rate of 0.3V/jas from National Semiconductor
[64] used as a comparator for direct conversion of the rectified signal for digital
processing.

The voltage reference for ON/OFF stages, Vref is calculated from the voltage divider
circuit using equation (6.4):
Vref =

R 78
^78

V.

(6.4)

^79

With Rjs = 47kn, R79 = IMD, Vcc = 9V, hence Vref= 0.41V.
When the output from the rectifier exceeds the threshold level (0.41V) the output
goes to the positive rail (+9V) and when the rectified output is less than the threshold
the output goes into the negative rail (DC ground, OV).

The voltage divider circuit following the output from the comparator is used to shift
the input from the high voltage (+9V) to a lower voltage level for the NAND circuit
following. Using voltage divider equation (6.4) substituting R78 with Rgi and R79
with Rgo, the NAND circuit input is therefore 4.89V.

The PSpice simulation of the detection circuit input and output on Figure 6-24 are
shown Figure 6-25. Figure 6-26 shows the hardware measurement of the comparator
reference voltage from the detection circuit.
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Figure 6-25 PSpice Simulation showing the input and output from the detection circuit on
Figure 6-24

Tek asna SOOkS/s
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................. T-..
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4l0mV

Figure 6-26 Oscilloscope measurement of the reference voltage measurement to the comparator

The output from the comparator feeds as the input to a CMOS NAND gates circuit
MCI4011, which hold the detected signal.
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Figure 6-27 Connection of NAND gates

The operating voltage,

Vcc

for the NAND gates is 5V. With reference to Figure 6-27,

the output from the voltage divider circuit at the comparator goes to NAND gate
UlC pin 9. NAND gate’s UlC pin 10 and UID pin 13 are tied to the voltage supply,
Vcc (ON).

The input to the microcontroller will be HIGH if the comparator output is HIGH (i.e.
4.89V - ultrasonic signal is detected) pin 9 is HIGH, 8 is LOW, therefore UID pin 12
LOW attaining pin 11 to be HIGH. And when the comparator is output is LOW (i.e.
410mV - no ultrasonic signal detection) the input to the microcontroller will be
LOW. Figure 6-28 shows the hardware measurement at the second NAND gate,
U1D (receiver circuit output) when the ultrasonic signal is detected by the receiver
circuit.

The output from the holding circuit is interfaced to the capture pin in the
microcontroller. When the signal is detected at the microcontroller a timer is
triggered to stop counting the time since the RF signal was detected. The time
measured is the time difference of arrival for the RF and the ultrasonic signals.
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Figure 6-29 shows the full circuit design for PSpice simulation for ultrasonic
receiver circuit.
Tek MBICT 500kS/S

436 Acqs
T

Cl Max
5.16 V

Figure 6-28 Oscilloscope measurement of the NAND gate, DID output on ultrasonic signal
detection. This output is interfaced to the microcontroller.

Figure 6-29 Full receiver circuit for simulation
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6.4 The Motion Sensing Unit Design
The Motion Sensing Unit comprises of inertial sensors. These are incorporated into
the UbiStick hardware and will track the orientation of the device during motion.
The inertial sensors identified for use are gyroscopes and accelerometers. Inertial
sensors operate independently (no external interaction) and are not affected by
external factors such as friction, interference or position to measure their movement
[68].

The technology of inertial sensors have most recently evolved to Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) that are small in size, robust and are readily available
on the market. The latest MEMS technology [69] incoiporates both the sensor and
the signal conditioning in a single chip, therefore only a few external components are
required for the design circuit. The technology of MEMS is outside the scope of this
project but MEMS inertial sensors are used for the UbiStick system because they arc
small in size, low cost and have low power consumption.

The following is a discussion on the inertial sensors: accelerometers and gyroscopes
used to implement the motion sensing unit of the UbiStick system.

6.4.1 Accelerometers
An accelerometer can measure the dynamic acceleration (vibration) or static
acceleration (tilt/ inclination) of a moving object with reference to a specific
reference point [70] (i.e. sensitive axis of the accelerometer). It responds to an
applied acceleration by moving along the pre-determined axis relative to the chip at
rest.
The acceleration measurement is broken down into three axes: the X, Y and Z. With
the accelerometer, the static acceleration (tilt) will be measured to determine the
orientation of the UbiStick device.
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The choice of accelerometers is dependent on the application and performance
needed. For tilt sensing, stability and noise considerations are important in choosing
an accelerometer. Noise levels determine the tilt resolution of an accelerometer.
According to the Analog Device application note [71], tilt and motion measurements
applications for PDAs, car alarms. Smart Pens, head mounted displays, etc typically
require an accelerometer with a resolution provided by a full scale measurement of
just Ig (The unit g is the measurement of acceleration with a positional reference to
'y

the earth’s gravitational field i.e. Ig = 9.8ms'~, refer to Appendix A. 1.2 for a guide to
relative g measurements).

The Analog Devices ADXL202JE [72] MEMS technology accelerometer that can
measure up to ±lg has therefore been selected for the UbiStick motion sensing. The
ADXL202 is a dual-axis sensor on a single 5mm by 5mm LCC-8 chip (see Figure
6-30).

It has digital outputs that make it easy to interface to a microcontroller. The
ADXL202 accelerometer is capable of measuring positive and negative accelerations
with a sensitivity of 12.5%/g that varies proportionally to measurements of ±2g.

In addition, the ADXL202 operates on low power: a voltage supply of 3V - 5.5V
with a maximum operating current of 400uA at 3V. This is a desirable feature for the
UbiStick system.

Since the ADXL202 can only measure two axes and hence deliver the motion
information in only 2 dimensions, for three-dimension sensing a second
accelerometer is added to the UbiStick device to be placed perpendicular to the first
accelerometer.
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Figure 6-30 The ADXL202 chip and pin connection diagram

6.4.1.1 Accelerometer design circuit
The ADXL202 contains a polysilicon surface-micromachined sensor and signal
conditioning

circuitry to

implement open

loop

acceleration

measurement

architecture. For both the X and Y axes, an output circuit converts the analogue
signal to a Duty Cycle Modulated (DCM) digital signal that can be decoded with a
counter or timer port on a microcontroller.

The design specifications of the ADXL202 can be made on the Analog Devices
Interactive Design tool [74]. This design tool (see Figure 6-31) determined the values
of the external components i.e. capacitors and resistors to be connected to the sensor
circuitry as well as the resolution performance given on a set of input parameters.
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Design Summary
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Figure 6-31 Showing the XL202 Interactive Design Tool on the web [74]

Figure 6-32 The Functional block diagram of the ADXL202 [721

Figure 6-32 shows the funetional block diagram of the ADXL202 chip circuitry. The
output of the demodulator drives a DCM stage through a 32kn resistor. On the
demodulator channel, the signal bandwidth is set by adding external capacitors, Cx
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and

Cy.

This configuration is also a low pass filter to prevent aliasing. The analogue

bandwidth is limited to 1/10^^ the duty cycle modulator frequency. Equation (6.5) is
used to calculate the -3dB bandwidth.
F

^ -3ciB

1

=

(2;t(32^Q) X C{x, y))

(6.5)

Simplifying equation (6.5) gives equation (6.6) below:
F-3dB

SjuF
C{x,y)

(6.6)

The analogue signal bandwidth chosen determines the resolution of the
accelerometers in sensing how fast the accelerometers respond to motion. From the
Interactive Design Tool [74], human motion can be measured at lOHz or less

a

resolution of O.OOSg or 0.471 in degrees of tilt when the ADXL202 is interfaced to a
4MHz microcontroller. In terms of transient signals a higher bandwidth is suggested.
To accommodate transient signals when the accelerometers sense shock, the
analogue signal bandwidth for the ADXL202 has been set to lOOHz by the filter
capacitor values Q = Cy = 0.047uF.

After the low pass filter, the analogue signal is converted to a duty cycle modulated
signal by the DCM stage. The period of the output pulse can be set between 0.5 ms
and 10 ms for the ADXL202 by a resistor,

connected to the ADC converter. The

value of the resistor determines the pulse period using equation (6.7):
T2

=

(/«q)
125A/Q

The period has been set to 1ms, with Rset= 124kQ.
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The output duty cycle is defined as the ratio of the ‘ON’ time (77) of the cycle to the
total output cycle (72). Timing the duty cycle and the period of each axis is
calculated to give acceleration in g measurements. Og acceleration produces a duty
cycle of 50%.

The outputs from the accelerometer can also be measured in analogue mode by
reading the outputs at the Xfilt and Yfilt pins.

Figure 6-33 below shows the full circuit design of the ADXL202 accelerometer
including the external components for tilt sensing on the UbiStick device.

LM78LQ5

m

V1
12V-

OUTf
GND

C3

iou

C1 ailuC2 47u

ADXL202
v6d"“
tXFILT
STf

C4r

.YFILT

I

0.047U

T2.^

f-^.XOUT COM

0.047U

R1

XOUT and YOUT are interfaced to the
microcontroller

Figure 6-33 The ADXL202 circuit design for tilt sensing on the UbiStick device
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6.4.1.2 Accelerometer Hardware measurements
From the design specifications, a duty cycle of 50% from the period of 1ms is
expected when the accelerometers are at rest. The measured period is 930jLis by using
an oscilloscope (Figure 6-34). This is due to noise in the circuit and temperature
variation that affect the period of the PWM output.

Tek aiaa < OOkS/s
[

406 Acqs
T

Figure 6-34 Oscilloscope measurement of PWM output from ADXL202 accelerometer, 4Vpeak-topeak with a period of 930us

6.4.2 Gyroscopes
The gyroscopes are used for measuring the angular velocity of a rotating object i.e.
how quickly an object turns. The UbiStick device is going to rotate at different rates
depending on the user. Assuming a maximum rotation rate of 150° per second, the
ADXRS150 [75] from Analog Devices has been chosen to be part of the UbiStick
motion sensing unit together with the ADXL202 accelerometer.

The ADXRS150 is a compact 7mm by 7mm BGA chip (see Figure 6-35) also based
on the MEMS technology. Measurements are up to ±150° rotation per second with
sensitivity of 12.5mV/° /s.
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Figure 6-35 The ADXRS150 chip and sensing axis configuration

The gyroscope senses only one axis i.e. at a horizontal lying position it will sense the
Z axis. Hence to implement it on the UbiStick for sensing of three axes motion, three
gyroscopes have to be used in reference to three axes as shown in Figure 6-36.

Figure 6-36 Mounting of the gyroscopes for 3-D rotation sensing

6.4.2.1 Gyroscope design circuit
The ADXRS150 operates on the principle of the resonator gyro. Figure 6-37 shows
the functional block diagram of the ADXRS150 chip circuitry. “Two polysilicon
sensing structures each contain a dither frame, which is electrostatically driven to
resonance. This produces the necessary velocity element to produce a Coriolis force
during angular rate. At two of the outer extremes of each frame, orthogonal to the
dither motion, movable fingers are placed between fixed pickoff fingers to form a
capacitive pickoff structure that senses Coriolis motion. The resulting signal is fed to
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a series of gain and demodulation stages that produce the electrical rate signal
output” [75].

After demodulation, a single low pass filter consisting of an on-chip 9kQ resistor and
an externally connected capacitor sets a low-pass pole to limit high frequencies
before final amplification. A lOOnF capacitor is used to set the low-pass pole at
400Hz ± 35%. A charge pump is present on-chip using external capacitor
components to allow for 5V supply voltage which is suitable for most applications
for which otherwise a 14V to 16V supply would be required. The power supply for
gyroscope is analogue only to avoid high frequency noise and transients associated
with digital supplies.

The output signal of the gyroscope is a voltage proportional to the angular rotation
rate. The voltage is positive for clockwise movement about the axis noiTnal to the
package.
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Figure 6-37 Functional block diagram of the ADXRS150 |75j

Figure 6-38 below shows the full circuit design of the ADXRS150 gyroscope
including the external components for rotation sensing on the UbiStick device.
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Figure 6-38 The ADXRS150 circuit design for rotation sensing on the UbiStick device

6.4.2.2 Hardware measurements
The hardware measurements from the ADXRS150 gyroscopes circuit outputs could
not be read due to hand-soldering difficulties i.e. using soldering gun and hot air gun
with solder paste as the gyroscopes are in a Ball Grid Array [76] package. The
option of external commercial soldering services of components was investigated but
it proved to be costly.
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Avoiding soldering out-sourcing costs, the other option was to replace the
ADXRS150 with another gyroscope. The replacement of the ADXRS150 wasn’t
implemented because the first prototype boards were already manufactured and it
would have been costly as well as it required re-manufacturing of the PCB boards
with the replacement PCB decal design. It has therefore been suggested that the new
design be used in the second UbiStick prototype design and hence the gyroscopes
were not implemented as part of the first prototype UbiStick motion sensing system.

6.5 Power Supply
In this first prototype design of the UbiStick system, power consumption has been
taken into account as a general design criterion. This has been done through
identifying sensor components that operate on low power. The first prototype system
of the UbiStick is powered by a 12V single power supply: The US sensors circuit
operate on 9V single supply and the accelerometers and gyroscopes operate on 5V
[72], [75], the sensor board circuit contains a 9V (LM78L09 [77] from National
Semiconductor) and a 5V (LIVI78L05 [78] from National Semiconductor) linear
voltage regulators to regulate the voltages accordingly. The DSYS25 sensor platform
is powered by a 5V single supply regulated to 3.3V by LP2966 [79] regulator.

Further investigation into the power consumption is to be done in the second
prototype system as part of future work to implement the fully functional UbiStick
system featured in Chapter 1. This will include an investigation on powering up the
system using batteries - identifying battery types, size, lifetime and battery re
charging options. Moreover, an investigation on how to interface the battery
connections to the existing sensor nodes hardware circuitry or considering
improvement of the current hardware circuitry has to done.
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6.6 Physical Design of the First Prototype UbiStick
System
From the above discussed functional units and considering the system architecture
(Chapter 5), I have therefore designed the first hardware prototype of the UbiStick
system. The prototype design is done such that all the functional units will take as
small board space as possible to try and achieve a compact UbiStick device as a
desirable feature of the system. This is partially achieved through the identified
components presented in each functional unit and the use of the smallest possible but
easy to handle when hand-soldering components i.e. IC packages, capacitors,
resistors, inductors. For a full list of components used see Appendix A.2.

6.6.1 PCB design
For localization to be effective, it is important that the ultrasonic sensors detect
signals coming from any direction to the UbiStick, therefore three sensor boards are
designed to cater for the 3-D location and orientation sensing, one for each axis: X,
Y and Z and are stacked perpendicularly to each other using IL-WX series [80] right
angle connectors from JAE [81] to form a cubical design (see Figure 6-39).
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The board designs were done using the PADS [82] design software. The circuit parts
design was done in PowerLogic [83] and the netlist was imported to PowerPCs
[84] and BlazeRouter [85] for board design, routing and verification of routing
connections. See Appendix A.3 and A.4 for screenshots of PowerLogic design and
PowerPCs board layout respectively.

The design is such that each of the three sensor boards contains a location sensing
unit and motion sensing unit. This is because of the mounting considerations of the
sensor components identified for each unit. To approximate isotropic ultrasonic
signal reception six ultrasonic receivers are mounted: two on each face of the cubical
design of the UbiStick device made up by the three sensor boards.

The first prototype hardware design of the UbiStick device therefore comprises of
the following sensor boards:
■

X-axis board (on Figure 6-40) with dimensions: Length = 62mm; Width =
53mm. This board is stacked parallel to the DSYS25 sensor platfomi. It has
two MA40B8R ultrasonic receivers mounted on the top and bottom sides of
the board (at the corner, so as to provide space for DSYS25 stacking) and one
ADXL202 accelerometer mounted on the top side for sensing the X and Y
plane tilt. The ADXRS150 gyroscope is mounted on the bottom side for
sensing rotation with reference to the X plane (earth’s gravitational field).

Figure 6-40 X-axis board
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Y axis board (on Figure 6-41) with dimensions; Length = 50mm; Width =
45mm. This board is stacked perpendicular to the DSYS25 sensor platform. It
has two MA40B8R ultrasonic receivers as well mounted on the top and
bottom sides of the board. The ADXL202 accelerometer is mounted on the
bottom side for sensing Z plane tilt (perpendicular to X plane). The
ADXRS150 gyroscope is mounted on the top side for sensing rotation with
reference to the Y plane (perpendicular to earth’s gravitational field).

Figure 6-41 Y-axis board

Z-axis board (on Figure 6-42) with dimensions: Length = 50mm; Width =
40mm. This board is stacked perpendicular to the DSYS25 sensor platform
and the Y axis board. It has two MA40B8R ultrasonic receivers mounted on
top and bottom sides of the board. The ADXRS150 gyroscope is mounted on
the top side for sensing rotation with reference to the Z plane (perpendicular
to earth’s gravitational field and Y plane).
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Figure 6-42 Z-axis board

The transmitter sensor board (on Figure 6-43) has only one ultrasonic transmitter per
board. The MA40B8S ultrasonic transmitter is mounted face up when stacked on to
the DSYS25 platform to allow clear line of sight to the receivers. The board
dimensions are 43mm length and 32mm width.

Figure 6-43 Transmitter board

All the circuit components are placed to satisfy important EMC and manufacturing
rules (separation of analogue and digital circuitry) as recommended on the
components datasheets.

6.6.2 Sensor nodes for the first prototype UbiStick system
The assembled first prototype design of the UbiStick device sensor node has
dimensions: height of 7cm and base 6cm by 6cm; and transmitter sensor node with
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height 4cm and base 5cm by 4cm. These are presented in Figure 6-44 and Figure
6-45 respectively, and the base station sensor node in Figure 6-46.

Figure 6-44 First prototype design of UbiStick device sensor node

Figure 6-45 First prototype design of UbiStick system transmitter sensor node
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Figure 6-46 Base station sensor node

UbiStick sensor boards stacking to the DSYS25 sensor platform
The DSYS25 sensor platfonn is stackable system which uses DF17 series [86]
connectors from Hirose [87]. A stackable system makes interfacing of sensor boards
easier. Layers for different sensor applications can be added and removed as
required.

fhe first prototype UbiStick sensor boards are designed to be stacked on to the
DSYS25 platform and interfaced to the ATmegal28L microcontroller using the
appropriate connectors. The DSYS25 sensor platform uses 20, 40 and 80 way DF17
series headers and receptacles connectors with 0.5mm pitch. The stack heights vary
from 5mm to 8mm to accommodate different components heights on the boards.

6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have presented a brief hardware design overview of the first
prototype UbiStick system and identified the functional units to realize the first
prototype UbiStick hardware system. A discussion of each of the functional units
with their identified hardware components has been given. Furthermore, I have
presented the first hardware prototype system design of the UbiStick in accordance
with the system architecture presented in Chapter 5.
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The outputs from each of the sensors boards discussed are interfaced to the
Atmegal28L microcontroller on the DSYS25 sensor platform. The actual interface
ports will be discussed in Chapter 7.2.2 together with the software implementation of
the UbiStick system.
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7 Software Implementation
In this ehapter the software implementation of the first prototype design of the
UbiStick system is going to be presented for the identified hardware sensor nodes
from the system architecture of the UbiStick system presented in Chapter 5.

A brief overview on the software system and the hardware programming
environment for sensor nodes is going to be presented together with the hardware
sensor boards interfacing to the DSYS25 platform.

This chapter will also present the software applications for the sensor nodes
communication and data acquisition from the sensor node.

Furthermore, a

discussion on data processing is going to be presented as well as the data analysis
mechanism to derive the location and orientation information of the UbiStick system.

7,1 Software System
The application scenario for the fully functional UbiStick system suggests a threedimensional location sensing system in order to be able to interpret pointing and
motion gestures done with the UbiStick device. This will be taken into account when
developing the software system for the UbiStick prototype system.

The software implementation comprises of sensor node communication, data
acquisition from the sensor outputs and data processing.
The software applications for each of the sensor nodes, the gateway PC and/or
processing PC

arc

devised

in

accordance with

the

system

architecture

communication set up as discussed in Chapter 5 that implements distributed
processing. This determined the two modules of software implementation:
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1. Hardware programming and data collection
2. Data processing and analysis.

The first module is the software implementation for the transmitter sensor nodes,
UbiStick device sensor node and base station. The second module is the software
implementation for the gateway PC and/or processing PC.

In addition to data processing and analysis, the software system for the UbiStick
prototype design is also programmed as testing software to know the limitations of
the functionality of the prototype UbiStick system.

7.2 Hardware Programming and Data Collection
7.2.1 Programming Environment: TinyOS
TinyOS [88] has been ported on the DSYS25 Tyndall sensor platform. TinyOS is an
event based operating environment designed for use with embedded sensor networks.
The TinyOS system is developed at University of California Berkeley Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sciences (EECS) Department [89] and it is free to
download from the TinyOS webpage [88].

All TinyOS libraries and applications are written in nesC [90], a programming
language based on C syntax for programming embedded systems such as sensor
networks. NesC applications consist of components linked together to form an
executable file.

TinyOS was initially developed to be ported on the Berkeley’s MICA [91] sensor
platform. Other versions have been developed by Berkeley and by developers
worldwide to allow TinyOS to be ported to their own hardware sensor platforms.
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examples are the MICA series, BSN, BTNodes, Flecks, Telos, Scatterweb ESB and
TinyNode [92].

The Mobile Systems and Internet Research Laboratory (MSIL) [93] at University
College Cork [94] have developed a version of TinyOS that will run on the DSYS25
sensor platform. All the information about the DSYS25 sensor platform’s TinyOS
software is available from MSIL D-Systems project webpage [4].

To introduce the terminology used when describing TinyOS applications later in the
chapter, a brief summary of important concepts of TinyOS nesC are presented in
Table 7-1. Complete information on the concepts of TinyOS and nesC is available on
the TinyOS official page [88] and a complete introductory tutorial on the TinyOS
tutorial page [95]. The various TinyOS-related lists and support can be found on the
TinyOS support page [96].

Table 7-1 Description of the Main TinyOS/nesC Concepts 197]

TinyOS/ nesC concept

Description

Application

A TinyOS/nesC application consists of one or more
components, linked together to form a run-time
executable.

Component

Components are the basic building blocks for nesC
applications. There are two types of components:
modules and configurations. A TinyOS component
can provide and use interfaces.

Module

A

component that implements

interfaces.
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TinyOS/ nesC concept

Description

Configuration

A component that links other components together,
connecting

interfaces

used

by

components

to

interfaces provided by other components. (This is
called ‘wiring’.)
The idea is that a developer can build an application
as a set of modules, ‘wiring’ together those modules
by providing a configuration. Furthermore, every
nesC

application

is

described by

a top-level

configuration that specifies the components in the
application and how they invoke one another.

Interface

An interface is used to provide an abstract definition
of the interaction of two components. It simply
declares a set of functions that the interface’s provider
must implement: commands and another set of
functions the interfaces’ requirer must implement:
events. Therefore nesC interfaces are bidirectional.
For a component to call the commands in an interface
it must implement the events of that interface. A
single component may require or provide multiple
interfaces and multiple instances of the same
interface.
These interfaces are the only point of access to the
component.
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TinyOS Installation to Windows XP
TinyOS was installed on the gateway PC with Windows Notepad used for writing
and editing the nesC files. Installation and version upgrading instructions for TinyOS
can be found on the TinyOS download page [98]. For the UbiStick software system,
the first full tested version: TinyOS 1.1.0 is installed and upgraded to version 1.1.11
to get the latest code that is clear of the bugs found in the earlier versions.

TinyOS comes with the following software packages that are important for operating
the TinyOS environment and are used to realize the UbiStick hardware programming
as will be discussed further on in this chapter.
■

TinyOS [88]

■

TinyOS Tools [88]

■

UNIX interface that has an available command application called Cygwin
[99]

a UNIX emulation for Microsoft Windows.

■

nesC compiler [90]

■

Support Tools

■

Java 1.4 JDK and Java COMM 2.0 [100]

■

Graphviz [101]

■

AVR Compiler and Hardware Debug Tools: avr-binutils, avr-libc, avr-gcc,
avarice, avr-insight [102]

7.2.2 Sensor boards Interfacing
To obtain the data from the location and motion-sensing units on the UbiStick
system sensor boards for processing, the sensors circuitry inputs and outputs need to
be physically interfaced to the DSYS25 platform’s ATmegal28L microcontroller.

Pin interfacing on the microcontroller depends on what type of output is coming
from or required to be sent to the sensor boards: analogue or digital. Digital signal
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inputs or outputs for the sensor boards can be interfaced to general puipose digital
port pins: Port A, Port B, Port C, Port D or Port E. The 10-bit ADC channel on Port
F is reserved for analogue signals inputs.

The sensor outputs from the UbiStick system are all digital outputs. The
Atmegal28L general-purpose digital port pins are bi-directional ports. They can be
configured as inputs or outputs by “changing the drive value if configured as output
or enabling/disabling of pull-up resistors if configured as inpuf’ [47]. The UbiStick
system sensor nodes require input as well as output pin configurations from the
microcontroller.

The ultrasonic sensing digital outputs from the X, Y and Z sensor boards and the
PWM signal outputs from the accelerometers are interfaced as digital inputs to the
microcontroller. The X, Y and Z sensor boards have six digital outputs from the six
ultrasonic receiver circuits. The six outputs are interfaced to general purpose I/O pins
2 to 7 on Port A. The PWM outputs from the accelerometers are interfaced to general
purpose I/O pins 0 and 1 on Port A and pins 1 and 7 on Port C.

The ultrasonic transmitter operation is initialized by a clock pulse from the
ATmegal28L microcontroller, therefore it is requires to be interfaced to an outputconfigured pin in the microcontroller. For the output configuration, to generate a
clock pulse signal for the ultrasonic transmitter sensor, the direction of the pin (set to
voltage levels HIGH or LOW) is set or cleared using the SBI and CBI [47]
instructions.

The avr-libc manual [103] and the hardware.h and avrhardware.h files in the
directory: ...opt/tinyos-l.x/tos/platforni/dsys25 provide definitions for functions
and macros that are used to configure the Port pins as digital inputs or outputs.
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Table 7-2 summarises the sensor outputs interfaces to the ATmegal28L from the
ultrasonic and accelerometer sensor boards. On start up or reset, all the
microcontroller ports are reset.
Table 7-2

Summary of sensors’

outputs interfaces to the DSYS25’s ATMegal28L

microcontroller

Output

Port Pin Assigned

Accelerometer Y from X-axis board

PCI

Accelerometer X from X-axis board

PAO

Accelerometer Y from Y-axis board

PC?

Accelerometer X from Y-axis board

PAl

Ultrasonic receiver #6 output on Z-axis board Top

PA2

Ultrasonic receiver #1 output on X-axis board PA3
Bottom

Ultrasonic receiver #2 output on X-axis board Top

PA4

Ultrasonic receiver #3 output Y-axis board Bottom

PA5

Ultrasonic receiver #4 output Y-axis board Top

PA6

Ultrasonic receiver #5 output Z-axis board Bottom

PA?

Logic

input

for

Ultrasonic

Transmitter

Transmitter sensor board
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If required, Port A, B, C, D and E can be overridden to perform alternate functions.
The alternate functions for each port and how the port pin can be overridden are
described

in the Atmegal28L datasheet

[47].

For the

UbiStick system

communications unit interface, some alternate functions from the ATmegal28L
microcontroller are required for some pins on the nRF2401 RF transceiver chip. The
nRF2401 transceiver chip is interfaced on Port E and some pins on Port B. Some
Port E pins are enabled for alternate functions but this does not affect the use of the
other pins in the port as general digital I/O pins.

The interfacing and configuration of the nRF2401 chip was done by the developers
of the DSYS25 TinyOS environment at MSIL [93] and requires an in-depth
knowledge of the nRF2401 transceiver chip, which is outside the scope of this
project. An overview of the RF communication is presented below:

Sensor node communication
As part of the UbiStick system set up, the RF communication between the sensor
nodes is done with the nRF2401 transceiver chip. This chip can be configured to
send information in two different modes: ShockBurst and Direct Mode. The
DSYS25 sensor platform’s TinyOS software system has configured the nRF2401 to
operate in ShockBurst mode.

ShockBurst mode
ShockBurst [51] mode is a low power consumption mode during transmission. In
this mode data is transmitted through a first-in-first-out (FIFO) structure that is
available on chip (see Figure 7-1). Data is clocked in at low data rate and once
accumulated, transmitted in high data rate bursts that result in smaller transmission
times and hence low power consumption. The ShockBurst frame length is 256 bits
including the address and CRC bits.
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Continuous 10kbps

8-bit
MCU

nRF2401
FIFO
lllllllllllllllllllll

^

JL

ShockBurst^^''^

1 Mbps

Figure 7-1 ShockBurst transmission mode principle [511

It also has a DuoCeiver [51] feature that allows two different data packets at 8MHz
apart to be transmitted to a single antenna. This feature is enabled through the two
channels on the chip while in ShockBurst mode. The channels, while in ShockBurst
mode, have their own on-chip addressing system.

ShockBurst mode also has: automatic address check when data is received so only
data that was addressed to that specific sensor node is received, automatic calculation
and addition of CRC for the data packets to be transmitted and automatic CRC check
and removal of address and CRC bytes for the data packets received. In the DSYS25
platform, packet addressing, CRC checks are very important because the DSYS25 is
used for data communication. Low power consumption of the nRF2401 in
ShockBurst mode is a desirable feature of the UbiStick system as described in
Chapter 1.

With this mode, there is constraint in the frame size (number of bytes per packet)
that can be transmitted (256 bits = 32 bytes) including Address and CRC. This can
be accommodated by basic data processing on the microcontroller to reduce the
amount of data to be put in a packet.

7.2.3 TinyOS Applications
The TinyOS applications for sensor data acquisition and communication from the
UbiStick system are written for each sensor node in the sensor network: the three
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transmitter sensor nodes, UbiStick device sensor node and the base station sensor
node.

Data acquisition for location and motion sensing data requires the use of timers for
time stamping. The ATmegal28L has three sets of counters/ timers - one 8-bit and
two 16-bit [47]. The DSYS25 TinyOS software utilizes 16-bit Timer prescaled by a
factor of 8 to measure the microcontroller system clock. All the TinyOS applications
written for the UbiStick system use the microcontroller system clock to acquire the
time stamps because it is a free running clock that won’t be interrupted by any nesC
events or go into sleep mode hence providing accurate timing results.

The following sub-sections are going to discuss each of the TinyOS applications as
applied to the different sensor nodes. All nesC program code for the applications to
be discussed can be found on the CD attached in folder AppendixA5. The TinyOS
applications for the three transmitter sensor nodes are the based on the CntToRfm
sample application that comes with the TinyOS software download and the
application for the UbiStick device sensor node is based on a sample application
called OscilloscopeRF application that also comes with the TinyOS software
download.

7.2.3.1 Transmitter sensor nodes application
In theory, the three transmitter sensor nodes are supposed to send their RF and US
signals at the same time - the transmission and reception set up is as shown in Figure
7-2. In practice, synchronization of the three nodes may cause interference of the US
signals from the three nodes and cause location errors. A known time delay is
introduced between signals sent from each one of the transmitter sensor nodes to
minimize the signal interference errors. The exact time delay between transmissions
is dependent on the throughput of data at the base station sensor node.
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The data throughput at the base station was investigated and a time delay of 700ms is
found to be the least time to send data to the base station without burdening the base
station. With the base station listening to all the packets that are sent to and from the
transmitter sensor nodes and UbiStick device sensor node, any transmission time
delay to the base station lesser that 700ms led to some of the data packets not be
acknowledged by the base station. Therefore the delay between transmissions is set
to 700ms.

The sound attenuation rate of the ultrasonic signal is also taken into account. The
ultrasonic sensors used for the prototype system have been identified in Chapter
6.3.2 as 40kHz sensors with the transmitter source power, SWL of 120 dB and
receiver Sound Pressure Level, SPL = -63dB.

Refening to the discussion on sound attenuation presented in Chapter 4 and with
reference to Table 4-2, a 40kHz ultrasonic signal at room temperature attenuates at a
rate of between 91.76dB per second to 304dB per second depending on the relative
humidity of the room. Since a typical lecture room rarely has completely dry air (0%
humidity) i.e. there are people present and breathing, I am assuming the room has a
relative humidity of 30% for which the corresponding attenuation rate is 382.172dB
per second. At this attenuation rate, the ultrasonic signal will be attenuated by at least
200dB after 700ms. Therefore sending an ultrasonic signal from the transmitters at
the 700ms delay will cause no interference between signals from one transmitter and
the next transmitter to transmit.
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Figure 7-2 A synchronised transmission set up of RF and US signals from the RF and US
transmitters and detection by the RF antenna and US receiver

With the introduced delay, the transmitter node applications are designed with the
set-up as shown in Figure 7-3 and communication flow as shown in Figure 7-4. The
three transmitter sensor nodes run the same application except for very small
variations such as setting the

ID of the transmitter sensor node and

acknowledgements of packet checks.
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Figure 7-3 Transmission of RF and US signals from the transmitter nodes with an introduced
delay and detection by the UbiStick device which contains the RF antenna and US receivers.
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start - turn on nodes
Broadcast initialising packet from UbiStick device

Figure 7-4 Transmitter nodes application communication flow with the UbiStick device
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The UbiStick deviee sensor node initiates the pinging sequence for the transmitter
sensor nodes. Once all the sensor nodes are turned on, the UbiStick device sensor
node broadcasts an RF packet with its own ID set to 0 and a check byte = 0. All
transmitter sensor nodes receive the packet and check the ID of the sender and the
check byte.

Transmitter One
The transmitter sensor nodes determine the ID = 0 as the ID for the UbiStick device
and the check byte to be 0, in which case transmitter node 2 and transmitter node 3
do nothing in response. However, transmitter 1 sensor node application responds to
check byte = 0 and calls a timer event to send an RF and US signal. RF signal is sent
as a broadcast packet containing the transmitter node ID and a unique number to
identify that specific packet coming from transmitter 1 sensor node. (The unique
number starts at 0 and is incremented by a constant value to the previous number.)

From the request to send RF in nesC function until the actual transmission there is a
processing delay and therefore calling the request to send function for RF signal at
the same time as the request to send US may cause the US signal to arrive before RF
which will give rise to distance measurement errors. To account for this delay in
software processing, the ‘request to send US’ function is called after the ‘RF signal
send’ function returns a success. There is still a delay from when the actual
ShockBurst message starts to be sent to when the ‘RF signal send’ function returns a
sent success. This delay has been measured at the hardware level using a digital
oscilloscope and found to be 172ms, see Figure 7-5 below.
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Figure 7-5 Delay between start of RF transmission to US signal transmission

Once the RF signal has been sent as an RF packet, the US signal is initialized from
the microcontroller by generating a burst of a 40 kHz square wave signal using the
ATmegal28L timers. An ultrasonic signal burst length of 100 cycles is used to test
the transmission and reception of US signals using this application.

The microcontroller also records the instructions time delay between the sending
times of the two signals by acquiring time stamps after each signal is initialized to be
sent. This time delay is also put in the RF packet to be broadcasted. The
TransmitSoundl application is written for the transmitter 1 sensor node.

Transmitter Two
When the UbiStick device receives the RF and US signals from the first transmitter
sensor node, it will broadcast an acknowledgement packet with its ID = 0 and check
byte = 1 i.e. check byte set to the ID of the sending transmitter node. Transmitter 2
sensor node responds to check byte =1 but delays the broadcast by 700ms
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(introduced synchronization delay) and continues to broadcast and transmit signals
as explained for transmitter 1 sensor node with its respective transmission
information. The TransmitSound2 application is written for the transmitter 2 sensor
node.

Transmitter Three
Lastly, the UbiStick device receives the RF and US signals from the second
transmitter sensor node and broadcasts an acknowledgement packet with its ID = 0
and check byte = 2 i.e. ID of second transmitter sensor node. Transmitter 3 sensor
node responds after a delay of 700ms to check byte =2 and continues to broadcast
and transmit signals as explained for transmitter 1 sensor node with its respective
transmission information. The TransmitSound3 application is written for the
transmitter 3 sensor node.
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Figure 7-6 General Program Flowchart for the transmitter sensor nodes applications
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Figure 7-6 shows the general flowchart of the transmitter sensor nodes applications
in response to the UbiStick device sensor node RF broadcasts.

1,232 The UbiStick device sensor node application
The UbiStick device sensor node application implements data acquisition from both
the location sensing and motion-sensing units of the UbiStick system. The UbiStick
device sensor node initializes all communications on the sensor nodes network. The
data acquisition is set at 10 second cycles split between the location data acquisition
(5 seconds) and motion data acquisition (5 seconds). The length of the cycle (10
seconds) is an assumed time for software testing puiposes and is not a specifically
defined time loop.

The following is a discussion on how this application was implemented starting with
the motion-sensing unit.

Motion sensing unit data acquisition
The ADXL202 accelerometer for motion sensing outputs a pulse width modulated
(PWM) signal that is proportional to acceleration. The acceleration is measured from
the ATmegal28L microcontroller by timing the duty cycle output from the PWM
signal for the X and Y axes (see Figure 7-7). The duty cycle is given by measuring
the pulse width at the output, Tl and the period of the PWM output, T2 and
calculated using equation (7.1):
Dutycycle = IL
T2
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Figure 7-7 The timing of the PWM output from the ADXL202 accelerometer [104]

There are two duty cycle decoding techniques for the ADXL202 accelerometer. The
High Speed Decoding Technique and the Basic Decode Technique [104].

The High Speed Decoding Technique is an improved high speed decoding technique
based on the fact that the duty cycle modulator (DCM) uses the same triangle wave
reference for the X and Y channels. Therefore data acquisition time can be improved
by doing only one measurement of T2 for both the X and Y axes outputs and one
sample of acceleration from both axes can be acquired every one T2 cycle instead of
every two T2 cycles.

Though faster, this technique is not implemented in the UbiStick system’s TinyOS
application because there is a difference in the measurements of T2 from individual
axes (X and Y) due to circuitry and noise errors. So rather than have a simplistic and
faster software algorithm I opt for system aceuracy for which the Basic Decoding
Technique proves to be better.

When the UbiStick device sensor node application is started, a 5 second repeat timer
is initiated. This triggers a timer event for a repeat-timer for the accelerometers that
fires every 250ms - this is an assumed time for application testing purposes.
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The accelerometers repeat-timer starts an independent counter and triggers the timer
event for the X output of the first accelerometer on the X-axis sensor board. As the
flowchart on Figure 7-8 shows, using Basic Decode Technique, a counter is started
at the rising edge of the X output {Ta = 0). The time at the falling edge, 7^ is
recorded, and the counter is stopped at the next rising edge, 77.
Calculating

n.

-r

(7.2)

and
r2„

(7.3)

The values of Tlx and T2x are put into a buffer of byte size = 6. This repeated for the
Y output at Td, Te and 7}and calculating the values
(7.4)

T2 =T - T

The values of Tly and T2y are also put into the buffer.
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Figure 7-8 Flowchart showing Basic Decoding Technique for the ADXL202 accelerometer

The same is repeated for the second accelerometer on the Y-axis sensor board that
represents the Z output and the resulting values Tl^, Tl^, are also put into the same
buffer. The buffer is now full and it is broadcast as a packet with node ID = 5 to
differentiate the motion data packets from the location data packets.
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The independent counter started is checked every time there is accelerometer data
broadcasted. If it is less than 5 seconds the accelerometers readings are repeated
otherwise the repeat loop is teiTninated and the application moves on to location data
acquisition.

Location sensing unit data acquisition
Data acquisition from the location sensing unit of the UbiStick device is done as
described below:
The UbiStick device sensor node broadcasts a packet consisting of its ID (=0) and a
check byte set to 0. The application then waits for the transmitter 1 sensor node to
broadcast a packet as an RF signal and US signal. Once the RF packet is received, it
triggers a nesC event that will record the time of arrival of the RF signal.

Within the RF event function a time loop with a sampling frequency of l/rs is started
to wait for detection of the US signal and keeps track of all the inputs continuously.
The US signal is detected whenever any of the six digital inputs level (PORTA2 to
PORTA7) from the ultrasonic sensor board to the microcontroller goes HIGH (to
microcontroller voltage level 3.3V). Once the US signal is detected, the time of
arrival is also recorded. The voltage levels at the ultrasonic sensor inputs also tell
which receivers are on and this information can be useful in determining the
orientation of the UbiStick device with respect to the transmitter sensor nodes
positions. The sender transmitter node’s ID and the packet identifying number are
also saved on variables.

The time loop for detecting ultrasonic detection at times did not terminate when no
ultrasonic signal was detected and cause the application to hang-up. Introducing a
counter in the loop that will count up to the maximum propagation time possible
solves this problem. Since maximum distance of the ultrasonic sensors is 6m,
assuming speed of sound is 343.37ms’’ (at 20°C room temperature), the counter
should be set to 17.5ms but it is set to 30ms to compensate for any other delay and
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echoes that may contribute to the US signal delay. If there is no US signal detected
when the counter reaches 30ms, the loop is broken and waits for next transmission
starting from the first transmitter sensor node.

On completion of RF and US detection, the UbiStick device sensor node broadcasts
a packet consisting of the UbiStick device sensor node ID, the time difference
between the arrival of RF and US signals, the voltage level of ultrasonic receivers
logic outputs, the ID of the sender transmitter and the identifying number of the
packet received from the transmitter 1 sensor node.

The packet broadcast by the UbiStick device sensor node is sent as an
acknowledgement to the transmitter I sensor node packet. This acknowledgement is
interpreted by transmitter 2 sensor node as an initializing packet. The UbiStick
device sensor node will wait for the RF and US packet from the transmitter 2 sensor
node and respond the same way as for the transmitter 1 sensor node packet but with
its respective sensor node ID and identifying packet number. The transmitter 3
sensor node packets will get the same acknowledgement.

Once all packets from the three transmitter sensor nodes have been received and
acknowledged, the initialising cycle starting from acceleration sensor readings starts
again.
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Figure 7-9 General Program Flowchart for the location sensing unit of the UbiStick device
sensor node application

Figure 7-9 above shows the general program flowchart for the location data
acquisition from the UbiStick device sensor node.
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1.233 Base station sensor node application
The base station listens to all data packets broadcast by the transmitter sensor nodes
and the UbiStick device sensor node and forwards them to the serial port. The serial
port of the base station is connected via serial cable to the Gateway PC.

The application used to implement this communication is TOSBase - available in the
TinyOS applications folder (directory .../opt/tinyos-l.x/apps). The packets sent
from the transmitter sensor nodes and UbiStick device sensor node need no special
addressing to the base station because they open broadcast all their packets.

7.2.4 Compiling and Downloading TinyOS Applications
All the applications for the UbiStick system sensor nodes are compiled using the
nesC compiler with the command [4]:
make dsys25

To download the UbiStick system sensor node applications to the sensor nodes, the
JTAGAVR Emulator and

Debugger [105]

for the AVR ATmegal28L

microcontroller shown in Figure 7-10 is used. The AVR compiler and its hardware
debug utilities on TinyOS uses the JTAG interface for the DSYS25’s ATmegal28L
flash memory programming. The emulator is connected to the serial port on a PC and
to the programming board via a JTAG connector on the programming board. The
JTAGAVR is purchased from ERE Co., Ltd [106].
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Figure 7-10 JTAGAVR Emulator and Debugger boards and connector [lOSj

The JTAG interface enables in-circuit debugging of the TinyOS applications using
the following commands [107] in Cygwin as shown in Figure 7-11:
export AVARICE_ARGS='-j coml’
where coml is the serial port where the JTAG pod is connected.
make debug dsys25
the above command compiles the TinyOS application in debug mode. The last
command below:
ice-insight build/dsys25/main.exe
builds an executable file main.exe and starts the AVaRICE AVR Tool [102] on the
PC which will allow remote debugging of the sensor nodes. It will load the program
and all the debugging tools: breakpoints, displaying memory, registers, etc can be
accessed on a graphical debugging environment shown on Figure 7-12.

More information on ice-insight debugging and other debugging options is available
from AVR tools manuals [102].
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Figure 7-11 Cygwin window showing compiling, building and downloading of TinyOS
applications using AVR debug tools: ice-insight
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Figure 7-12 The AVR ice-insight graphical debugging environment window

For the base station sensor node, since the application (TOSBase) was already
available as a sample application, no debugging was required as the application was
already tried and tested by the TinyOS developers - therefore it was downloaded to
the microcontroller using the AVR Studio [108] software which is free to download
from Atmel website [109]. AVR Studio was also used for downloading to the
microcontroller UbiStick system applications that have been finalised - tried and
tested and needed no debugging.

AVR Studio offers a direct and straight forward method for downloading code but
requires a ‘.hex’ file for downloading.
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The ‘.hex’ file is created by adding the following line in the Makerules file in the
directory .../opt/tinyos-l.x/apps
IV1AIN_HEX = $(BUILDDIR)/main.hex
Below this line:
MAINSREC = $(BUILDDIR)/main.srec

And:
$(OBJCOPY) -output-target=ihex $(MAIN_EXE) $(MAIN_HEX)
below this line:
$(OBJCOPY) -output-target=srec $(MAIN_EXE) $(MAIN_SREC)
before compiling the application (see Figure 7-13).
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Figure 7-13 Compiling a TinyOS application and creating a ‘.hex’ file

The “.hex” file is downloaded to the sensor node through JTAGAVR using AVR
Studio. On AVR Studio 4, running tools/Program AVR/Connect and choosing the
platform JTAG ICE and the corresponding serial port it has been connected to, for
example COMl, will bring up the JTAG ICE dialog window. On the Flash Input
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HEX file field, the application’s ‘.hex’ file is selected and downloaded to the sensor
platform.

The JTAG ICE dialog window on AVR Studio window shown on Figure 7-14 is also
used to configure the ATmegal28L microcontroller fuses which sometimes may not
be configured properly at AVR Studio start-up and cause the program not to work.
The configuration manual for the fuses can be found on the Atmel website [109].
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Figure 7-14 AVR Studio 4 window

The components and interfaces relationship of a TinyOS application can be viewed
by generating graphical documents in ‘.html’ format using the command: make
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dsys25 docs as shown in Figure 7-15 below. The documents generated are located in
the directory ...\opt\tinyos-l.x\doc\nesdoc\dsys25. This was a useful command to
use when writing applications for the UbiStick system sensor nodes when looking
for the best way to ‘wire’ the nesC components and interfaces and the final
relationship between the nesC components and interfaces used for the application.

3

ft- /opt/tinyos-1 .x/apps/TOSBase
t
: /apt/tinyos 1-x/appc/TOSBaGe
nake dsys25 docs
Making docunentation for TOSBase on dsys25
tit sdoc
/opt/t inyos-l .x/doc/nesdoc/dsys25 -fnesc-is-app -board= -target=dsys2S
Wall -Wshadow -DDEF_TOS_flM_GROUP=0x7D -Unesc-all-finline-linit=100000 -fnesc-cl
ile=build/dsys25/app.c TOSBase.nc
V/ppt^liriiMi^rl-'k/apps/TOiiBasc ;

;

i

Figure 7-15 Command to create wiring diagram for TinyOS nesC files used to make an
application

The graphical documents generated for the TransmitSoundl, TransmitSound2,
TransmitSound3

and

ReceiveSoundWithAccelSB

and

TOSBase

TinyOS

applications can be viewed on the CD attached in folder AppendixAb.

7.2.5 TinyOS Messages
The TinyOS applications for the UbiStick sensor nodes discussed communicate the
data gathered from the sensor nodes in the form of RF packets as TinyOS messages.
The basic formation of a TinyOS message is a sequence of bytes and has a maximum
length of 255 bytes. On an XP machine, multiple byte values are byte-swapped to
little-endian format in the data stream, for example, the 2 byte UART Address field
(OxOOTE) will appear as 7E 00 in the byte stream [110].
The raw data TinyOS message comprises of a frame synchronization byte of 0x007E
at the beginning and the end of a packet to detect the start and the end of a packet
from the byte stream.
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TinyOS messages follow the Active Message (AM) model formation, each message
contains a message header, the data payload and the CRC check [95]. The following
is the description of the content of each byte in a TinyOS message:

Message header (5 bytes)
The first 2 bytes of the TinyOS message header contain the Destination Address.
These destination addresses are part of the header that shows which sensor node(s)
the message is intended for.
■

If the sensor node communication method is to RF broadcast packets to all
sensor nodes in the same sensor network, the packet will be sent through a
destination address variable TOS BCAST ADDR set to OxFFFF (65535).

■

If the sensor node communication method is to send a packet to the serial
port of the sensor node, the destination address variable TOS UART ADDR
is used set to 0x007E (126).

■

If the sensor node communication method is to send a packet to a specific
sensor node, the sensor node to receive the packet will have a unique
destination address ID set via a variable TOS LOCAL ADDRESS. For the
DSYS25 sensor platform the TOS LOCAL ADDRESS is set by adding the
line: TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS = / in the Makefile file located in the
directory ...opt/tinyos-l.x/apps/AppIicationName where ApplicationName
is the specific name of the folder whose file content is the application that is
being compiled, i can be any decimal between 0 and 254 except for 126
which is reserved for TOS UART ADDR (as discussed above).

The

byte of the message header is the Message Type. The message type is also

known as the handler ID. The handler ID is “an integer or ‘port number’ that is
carried in the header of the message. When a message is received, the receive event
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associated with that handler ID is signalled. Different motes can associate different
receive events with the same handler ID” [95].

The 4**^ byte of the message header is the Group ID. The group ID enables separation
of multiple groups of sensor networks to unique IDs that can be defined in the
Makelocal file located in the directory ...opt/tinyos-l.x/apps/ using the pre
processor symbol DEFAULT LOCAL GROUP. Sensor nodes within a same group
ID can communicate with each other. The default setting for group ID is 0x7D (125).
During compilation this file will be included to an application by adding a line:

include .../Makelocal in the application’s Makefile file.

The 5‘^ byte of the message header is the Message Length. It gives the length of the
data payload being sent excluding the CRC bytes.

The message header format is defined in the AM.h file in the directory ... opt/tiny os-

l.x/tos/types. For the UbiStick applications, the TinyOS packets have been set to the
default values except for the destination address variable that is set to
TOS BCAST ADDR since all sensor nodes communicate with open RF broadcasts.

The Data Payload
From the

byte onwards, the TinyOS message contains the data payload except for

the last two bytes. The data payload is the actual message content. The maximum
data payload for the DSYS25 platfomi is 29 bytes and this is defined by the variable
TOS DATA LENGTH in the AM.h file. The data payload content of the packets
from the transmitter sensor nodes and UbiStick device sensor nodes applications are
shown on Table 7-3 below:
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Table 7-3 The packet payload content of the TinyOS applications for the UbiStick system

Application

Transmitter

Payload Data

1

Sensor node

■

Transmitter node ID (1 byte)

■

Sample number (2 bytes)

■

Packet identifying number (2 bytes)

"

Delay between RF and US sending times (4
bytes)

Total: 9 bytes
Transmitter

2

Sensor node

■

Transmitter node ID (1 byte)

■

Sample number (2 bytes)

■

Packet identifying number (2 bytes)

■

Delay between RF and US sending times (4
bytes)

Total: 9 bytes
Transmitter

3

Sensor node

■

Transmitter node ID (1 byte)

■

Sample number (2 bytes)

■

Packet identifying number (2 bytes)

■

Delay between RF and US sending times (4
bytes)

Total: 9 bytes
UbiStiek device

■

sensor node for
location data

UbiStick device sensor node ID for location data
(1 byte)

■

The TDoA of RF and US signals (4 bytes)

■

Ultrasonic receiver ON/OFF data (1 byte)

■

Sending Transmitter ID (1 byte)

■

Transmitted packet identifying number (2 bytes)

Total: 9 bytes
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Payload Data

Application

UbiStick device

UbiStick device sensor node ID for motion

sensor node for

data(l byte)

motion data

X output Tl value (2 bytes)
X output T2 value (2 bytes)
Y output Tl value (2 bytes)
Y output T2 value (2 bytes)
Z output 77 value (2 bytes)
Z output T2 value (2 bytes)
Total: 13 bytes

CRC check

CRC check is a two byte code that ensures the integrity of the message. The CRC
includes the Message Type plus the entire unescaped TinyOS message.

Table 7-4 below shows the summary of formation of the TinyOS message.

Table 7-4 Summary of description of TinyOS message IllOj

Message Header

Field

Data

CRC

Payload
Destination

Message

Address

Type/

Group ID

Data
Length

Handler
ID
Byte

0-1

2

3

Number
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To view the TinyOS packet the Java software package that comes with TinyOS
provides tools to convert TinyOS messages to Java classes to allow viewing of
TinyOS messages on a PC via serial port using the “Listen” tool. The “Listen” tool
relies on the environment variable MOTECOM which specifies the serial port and
baud rate to read the packets from the sensor node via serial cable.
Syntax used to set the MOTECOM variable:
export MOTECOM = seriaI@COMx:[baudratel”
Where x is the serial port where the serial cable is attached e.g. COM5 and the baud
rate is 19200 for the DSYS25 sensor platform.

The “Listen” tool mns in the directory ...opt/tinyos-l.x/tools/java with the
command:
“java net.tinyos.tools.Listen” after setting the MOTECOM variable and the data
packets are displayed on screen as shown in Figure 7-16.
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Initializing
packet
TRX1 packet
+ ACK1
TRX2 packet
♦ ACK2
TRX3 packet
+ ACK3

70 11 SB 69 02 00
00 00 83 01 70 11
70 11 18 5F 01 00

HancflerlD
Destination
Address

Length

""tesIDs
Payload data from sensor nodes

Group ID

Figure 7-16 TinyOS message formation displayed on screen using the Java “Listen” tool. The
data packets are displayed in hex streams

Communication between the sensor nodes and the PC is via serial connection using
the Java “SerialForwarder” tool. The SerialForwarder tool will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 7.3.1.

7.3 Data processing
The raw data from the sensor nodes is sent to a gateway PC for conversion into real
mathematical and engineering values (distance and acceleration) so that it can be
processed and analyzed.

Borland C++ Builder 6.0 was chosen to implement the data processing, data analysis
and display of results for the UbiStick system. It has the following features that made
it a favourable choice:
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■

Advanced socket connection features

■

Advanced debugging features

■

Has a range of libraries that enable Graphical User Interfaces to be easily
developed.

All Borland C++ program code can be found on CD attached in folder AppendixA7.

7.3.1 Serial Forwarder
Once the data is collected at the base station, it is sent via serial cable to the gateway
PC serial port. One important Java application that comes with the TinyOS
distribution is SerialFoi*warder.

Serial Forwarder is an application program written in Java that reads data packets
from the computer serial port and forwards the packets over a server port connection,
so that other programs can communicate with the sensor node network via the sensor
network gateway i.e. base station and gateway PC [95].

When the gateway PC is running the SerialForwarder application, it creates a TCP
port (default is localhost@9001) as an embedded server with its local IP address and
listens for client connections and then forwards all the TinyOS messages sent from
the serial port to the client connection and vice versa. More than one client
application can connect to the SerialForwarder at once and all of the connected
clients can receive the TinyOS messages sent.

The SerialForwarder application window (see Figure 7-17 below) can be started in
the directory ...opt/tinyos-l.x/tools/java with the command:
“java net.tinyos.sf.SerialForwarder -comm serial(gCOMx:[baudratel”
where x is the serial port where the serial cable is attached e.g. COM5 on the
gateway PC and the baud rate which is 19200 for the DSYS25 platfoiTn.
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SerialForwarder

f Main

Listening to serial0COH4:19200
Platform avrmote

|

Server Port;

Listening for client connections on port 9001
serial0COH4:19200: resynchronising

9001
Mote Communications:
sefial@COM4:19200
Stop Server
Verbose Mode
Pckts Read: 199
Pckts Wtttn: 0
Num Clients; 0
Help
Clear
Quit

Figure 7-17 Serial Forwarder Window

The application window does not display packets but just increments the number of
packets sent over time since the application was started.

7.3.2 Client Connection
A remote processing PC or the gateway PC acting as a Client connects to the
Serial Forwarder port to receive the real time data sent from the base station sensor
node.

The ‘Communications’ unit in the Borland C++ Builder Client Project establishes
the connection between the Client and the Gateway PC SerialForwarder port.

Communication starts with a handshake to ensure the Client is receiving the
information from a SerialForwarder port.

Communications:
1. Client program create socket to connect to SerialForwarder port
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2. Client sends byte stream: T! (Specific for SerialForwarder handshaking)
3. SerialForwarder receives the ‘T!’ byte stream and establishes a socket
connection.

The ‘Client’ window is the application window for client connection aid
disconnection (shown in Figure 7-18). The user enters the IP address of the gateway
PC (e.g. ‘150.190.70.132’ or use ‘localhost’ if gateway PC acts as the processing
PC) to connect to the sensor node network. The port number is already set in the
code to the default (9001) created by the SerialForwarder.

Once the socket connection has been made, the ‘Start Location Tracking’ button on
the ‘Client’ window will display the ‘Data’ window.

Client
Server Info
Port:

9001

IPAddress

Connect

localhost

Disconnect

START LOCATION TRACKING

Figure 7-18 Client Connection Window

7.3.3 Data Processing and Analysis
The ‘Data’ window (see Figure 7-19) has a start button that links to the functim to
start receiving the data byte stream from the SerialForwarder port. The data bytes are
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read one by one in real time in their original little-endian format and put into a data
array. On clicking the start button, a timer is also started to time how long the
UbiStick system has been running.
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Figure 7-19 Data window for displaying information from the UbiStick system

Once a packet has been read, it is forwarded to the ‘ProcessingData’ function in the
‘ProcessingLocation’ unit that extracts the packet’s message header by converting
the first 5 bytes from little-endian format to decimal values and determines the origin
of the packet from byte 6 on the array (i.e. transmitter sensor node packet or
UbiStick device sensor node packet) from the ID sent on the packet to determine
which function to call next: transmitter node data processing function, UbiStick
device sensor node location processing function or accelerometers motion data
processing function.
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The message header information is displayed on the ‘Data’ window under labels:
Destination Address, Handler ID, Group ID and Message Length.

7.3.3.1 Motion sensing data processing
On clieking the start button, the aecelerometers are calibrated first (see Figure 7-20).
This is because, in practice, the period, T2 of the PWM output may change due to
noise and temperature variations causing a proportional variation in the pulse width,
T1 and this may result to inaccuracies in the acceleration measurements [104].

For every packet that has ID = 5 (representing data coming from the motion sensing
unit of the UbiStick device sensor node), a sample of 100 readings from each axis is
taken. As discussed previously in the TinyOS application for the motion-sensing unit
(Chapter 7.2.3.2), the packet payload data contains one reading from each of the
three axes: X, Y and Z, therefore 100 packets with ID = 5 are required for
accelerometer calibration. Calibration is done by measuring 100 samples of the value
of Tl and T2 from the PWM output while the UbiStick device is at rest i.e. lying on a
flat surface parallel to the ground so both the X and Y axes of the 2 accelerometers
experience Og and their duty cycle value is averaged to determine the duty cycle of
the accelerometers at Og.
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Figure 7-20 Accelerometers calibration on the user interface

After calibration, the T1 and T2 values for each axis are extracted and converted to
acceleration in g units from duty cycle [104] using equation (7.6):

^
j
^ _ DutyCycle{measured)- Dutycycle{at
Acceierationyg) =
71
\
DutyCycleyper g)

Og)
(7.6)

The scale factor for the ADXL202 is fixed at 12.5% of the duty cycle per g and the
nominal duty cycle output of the ADXL202 is 50% at Og. Therefore the equation
(7.6) can be simplified to:
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(( JX

acceleration =

— \- measured acceleration at Oe
T2)____________________________^
12.5%

(7.7)

Where H is the pulse width and T2 is the period of the PWM signal.

The acceleration in g units is filled in the ‘Data’ window for each axis under labels:
X axis (g), Y axis (g) and Z axis (g) in the Acceleration Measurements group box.
Also converting acceleration (measured in g) to tilt (in radians) [104] using the
equation (7.8):
Tilt

{radians) = sin

^ acceleration ^
1

(7.8)

The tilt values are filled on the ‘Data’ window under Tilt measurements group box
with labels: X axis (degrees), Y axis (degrees) and Z axis (degrees). Tilt measured
is displayed on the plots as shown in Figure 7-21.
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Figure 7-21 Display of acceleration measurements

1.33.2 Location sensing data processing
Transmitter sensor nodes data processing function
This function is called when the ID on the packet read is 1, 2 or 3 corresponding to
the transmitter sensor nodes 1, 2 or 3 respectively. The transmitter sensor node
packets payload, together with their ID carry the delay of the sending times of RF
and US signals as well as the packet identifying number. The packet identifying
number is converted from the hex byte to a decimal value delay and the sending
times of RF and US signals are converted first to decimal and then to engineering
values.

Conversion from raw decimal data to engineering values for time values takes into
account the frequency of operation of the microcontroller timer. This has already
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been established in TinyOS applications (Chapter 7.2.3) as 500kHz (The
ATmegal28L CPU clock is 4MHz and the prescaler is set to 8). To convert from
ticks to time units [47], I used the equation (7.9):
\tick =

1
Crystalfrequency

(7.9)

prescaler

Therefore 1 tick is equivalent to 2/xs.

The delay of the sending times of RF and US signals is filled on the ‘Data’ window
under label: Delay btwn RF and US corresponding to the respective transmitter
sensor node the data packet came from which is determined from node ID sent. The
packet identifying number is filled under label Base Sync on the ‘Data’ window.

UbiStick device sensor node location data processing function
This function is called when the ID on the packet is 0 which corresponds to the
UbiStick device sensor node ID for location. The UbiStick device sensor node packet
payload comprises of node ID, the time difference between the arrival of RF and US
signals, the voltage level of the ultrasonic receivers circuits logic outputs, the ID of
the sender transmitter sensor node and the packet identifying number from the
sending transmitter sensor node. The voltage level of the ultrasonic receivers’ circuit
logic outputs, the sender transmitter node ID and the packet identifying number are
converted from the hex bytes to decimal values.

The time difference between the arrival of RF and US signals is converted to
engineering values using the equation (7.9) and filled on the ‘Data’ window under
label Time Difference of Arrival. The sender transmitter node ID value and packet
identifying number from the sending transmitter node are filled on the ‘Data’
window as Base Sender ID and UbiStick Sync.
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The decimal value of the ultrasonic receivers’ circuits logic outputs is converted to
binary to determine individual ultrasonic receivers that are on or off. This is
displayed on the ‘Data’ window in colour: red = ON, silver/grey = OFF (see Figure
7-22).

Distance Calculations
Once the packet from the UbiStick device is received, processed and its information
displayed on the ‘Data’ window, the sender transmitter node will already have its
information updated on the ‘Data’ window. A function for calculating the distance
range checks if the sync bytes match i.e. Base Sync = UbiStick Sync. If they match
it will also check for the node ID of the transmitter sensor node packet if it
corresponds with the node ID that is on the UbiStick device sensor node packet. This
will confirm that the right TDoA is used for calculating distances i.e. time of arrival
of RF and US signals was indeed determined from that particular packet.

Distance, D is then calculated using the equation (7.10);
D=
Where

V._ X

TDoA

(7.10)

is the speed of sound in air (343.37ms'' assuming room temperature of

20°C).

Location Calculations
Location of the UbiStick device is determined from the three distances measured
from each transmitter sensor node to the UbiStick device using multilateration.
Mathematical representation of the location estimation technique for multilateration.
Linear Least Squares was discussed in Chapter 4. This is converted to Borland C++
programming code and displayed graphically on the ‘Data’ window.

The Linear Least Squares software algorithm is written for determining location in a
three dimensional plane however for now the third dimension has been set to a
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default of zero. This is because, as mentioned in section 7.1, the software
implementation also tests the functionality of the prototype design of the UbiStick
system. A logical decision has been made to determine location in a 2-D plane before
measuring location in a three dimensions to resolve any location sensing problems
should they arise before upgrading to a 3-D location sensing system. Therefore the
Linear Least Squares software algorithm at this instance effectively determines
location in a two dimensional plane.

The transmitter sensor nodes coordinate positions with respect to the 2-D plane
origin (having been filled manually) are extracted from the ‘Data’ window together
with the three distance measurements to fill the linear least squares’ matrices for
location estimation of the UbiStick device.

The result is displayed graphically on the ‘Data’ window (see Figure 7-22 below).
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Figure 7-22 Graphical representation of the UbiStick device’s position with respect to the
transmitter sensor nodes positions

7.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have presented the software implementation of the first prototype
UbiStick system. I have discussed in detail how the sensor nodes hardware system is
programmed on the TinyOS environment using TinyOS applications. I have also
discussed how the sensor nodes network communicates with the ‘outside world’
using the Serial Forwarder Java tool and how this connection is used to do distributed
processing of data. Data analysis from sensor outputs and processing to location and
orientation (tilt) information of the UbiStick device has also been discussed.
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Chapter 8 is going to present the testing and evaluation of the software implemented
in this chapter together with the hardware to determine the reliability and accuracy of
the first prototype UbiStick system.
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8 System Test and Evaluation
This chapter is going to present the discussion on the testing of the designed first
prototype UbiStick system starting with a brief overview on the system evaluation
and a discussion on the system set up for testing. Followed by a discussion on how
the system was tested and evaluated in terms of its sensing functional units i.e.
location sensing and motion sensing units using the communications and processing
done by the software implementation of the system.

8.1 UbiStick System Evaluation
The first prototype UbiStick system (hardware and software) design so far has been
based on the theory of operation of the components identified to realize the system.
In practice, it is necessary to test and evaluate the system to establish that it does
work as assumed. Moreover, testing the system will also determine the operational
limits and/or a need for calibrating the system to improve its performance.

8.1.1 Operational Limits for Location Sensing
The ultrasonic sensing and the RF sensing units for location sensing were tested
independently to optimise the operation of the first prototype UbiStick system.

First the ultrasonic sensors circuit hardware outputs are tested for ultrasonic signal
detection to determine the location sensing unit’s operational limits i.e. maximum
and minimum detection range and the operational area. This test is discussed in
section 8.1.1 below.

8.1.1.1 Ultrasonic sensing operational limits
To test the operational limits for location sensing, the sensor boards on the UbiStick
device that contain the ultrasonic sensing circuitry are used independently of the
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DSYS25 sensor platform as the hardware measurements by themselves can
determine ultrasonic signal detection and the range using LEDs soldered to the
outputs of the ultrasonic sensors circuits on the sensor boards (see Figure 8-1). The
LEDs will light when there is an ultrasonic signal detected on the corresponding
receiver circuit output and go off when there is no signal detected.

For

ultrasonic

ATmegal28L

signal

generation,

microcontroller,

the

without
ultrasonic

the

DSYS25

sensor

platform’s

transmitter’s circuitry on

the

transmitter sensor board can’t be driven to generate the 40kHz signal. Therefore the
ultrasonic transmitter sensor, MA40B8S is connected to a 40kHz frequency signal
generator with a 16Vpeak-to-peak square wave pulse the same as what would be supplied
by the ATmegal28L microcontroller when interfaced to the ultrasonic transmitter
sensor circuitry.

Figure 8-1 UbiStick device sensing unit with LEDs for ultrasonic signal detection testing

The following is the ultrasonic sensing test as it was conducted in a lecture room
(PF35 at CIT) with dimensions: width = 7.2 meters, length = 8.4 meters and height =
2.35 meters.
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First the ultrasonic transmitter was connected to the signal generator and placed
halfway up on the room wall. The ultrasonic receivers’ sensor boards for the
UbiStick were connected to the power supply and the power turned on for both the
transmitter and the receiver as shown Figure 8-2.

Ultrasonic signal transmitter

Signal generator

Sensor boards from the UbiStick device containing
the uitrasonic signal detection circuitry
Figure 8-2 The ultrasonic sensing system is set up with the ultrasonic detection sensor boards
and ultrasonic transmitter connected to a 40kHz signal generator.

I determined the maximum range of the ultrasonic transducers pair (transmitter and
receiver) by moving the ultrasonic detection sensor boards away from the transmitter
in a direct line of sight as shown in Figure 8-3. The signal was detected up to the
opposite wall of the room (length of 8.4 meters). This is taken as the maximum range
for detection. Minimum range was measured up to 2 centimetres away from the
transmitter. These values do not match with the theoretical minimum range of 20
centimetres and maximum range of 6 meters from the MA40B8R/S ultrasonic
transducers datasheet.
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The reason for this was investigated but was not established. A suggestion was
presented that the higher range may be due to reflections of the signal in the room.
This was not successfully proven because the same minimum range of 2cm was
obtained throughout the testing of the prototype UbiStick system which was carried
out in different rooms (PF35, B263, B293A) at CIT. The rooms would have different
ultrasonic signal reflections characteristics as they have different materials properties
and different sizes e.g. B263 is a concrete block room and one-third larger than PF35
that is made from some type of wood material. However, the range obtained was to
the advantage of the UbiStick system.

Ultrasonic receivers
sensor boards

Ultrasonic
transmitter

Figure 8-3 Measuring the maximum detectable range of the ultrasonic transducers

Since the ultrasonic transducers are directional with a beam angle of 50°, the
operation of the location sensing unit will be limited to the area where the ultrasonic
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beam can be detected. To determine this area and see if it corresponds to the
datasheet specifications of the sensors i.e. a 50° spherical beam with a spread of 25°
on each side of the transmitter, I moved the ultrasonic detection sensor boards
towards the room’s side walls. This is shown in Figure 8-4: the left hand picture
shows moving the ultrasonic receiver to the left and the right hand picture shows
movement to the right.

The angle of operation measured was 55°. This is shown in Figure 8-5 represented
by the white dotted line on the room floor, if the sensor boards were out of this angle
range, there was no signal detection.

Ultrasonic receivers sensor boards
Figure 8-4 Measuring the beam angle of the ultrasonic transmitter
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Figure 8-5 The measured beam angle of the ultrasonic transmitter

Therefore the measured operational limits for the ultrasonic sensing for location are a
minimum range of 2cm, a maximum range of approximately 8.4 metres and a
spherical beam angle of 55°.

8.1.1.2 RF sensing operational limits
The RF signal sensing component, as identified previously on chapter 6, is the
TriCOME’s TCAIOFR RF omni directional antenna on the DSYS25 sensor
platform. The publication [49] that presents the DSYS25 sensor platform
specifications states a detectable range of 10 meters.
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8.2 UbiStick System Set up for Test and Evaluation
The UbiStick prototype system evaluation is carried out by testing the combined
hardware and software implementation of the system. The following sub-sections are
going to present how the system was set up for testing in hardware and software.

8.2.1 Hardware Test Set Up
The hardware for the first prototype UbiStick device was designed as specified in
Chapter 6 following the system architecture described in Chapter 5 with the
functional units for location sensing, motion sensing and communications and
processing to present 5 main sensor nodes and a gateway PC which also acts as the
processing PC as presented in Figure 8-6.

The test is set up in a two dimensional plane because, as previously mentioned in
133.2

it is the logical procedure for testing the system: starting with 2-D location

estimation and then testing for a 3-D location estimations. So that if there are any
issues to be resolved in location sensing they can be dealt with before the transition
to a more complex system.

Considering the operational limits measured above in section 8.1.1.1 and as
discussed in the literature review on Chapter 4 i.e. ultrasonic signals get reflected by
solid objects; the transmitter sensor nodes and the UbiStick sensor node device are
positioned such that there is a direct line of sight between the ultrasonic transmitters
and the receivers. The transmitter sensor nodes have labels at the back to
differentiate them amongst themselves when downloading TinyOS applications to
the sensor nodes.

The base station sensor node is placed 30cm from the UbiStick sensor nodes network
(less than 10 metres, according the range specification of the RF antenna [49]). It is
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eonnected to the gateway PC via serial-to-USB cable. In this set up, the gateway PC
acts as the processing PC as well.

All the sensor nodes are powered by the power supply unit.

UbiStick device
sensor node
Power unit to
sensor nodes

Transmitter
sensor
node 2

Serial
Cable

Figure 8-6 Hardware system test set up of the UbiStick sensing system

8.2.2 Software Test Set Up
Once the hardware is set up and the sensor nodes powered up, the TinyOS
applications for the UbiStick system are compiled and downloaded as discussed in
Chapter 7 from the directory .../tinyos-l.x/opt/apps/ with each application to its
respective sensor node i.e. TransmitSoundl, TransmitSound2 and TransmitSound3
to

the

transmitter

sensor

nodes

1,

2

and

3

respectively

and

the

ReceiveSoundWithAccelSB to the UbiStick device sensor node.

The SerialForwarder Java application is run on the gateway PC as described in
Chapter 7.3.1 and the Borland C++ project (described in Chapter 7.3.2 and 7.3.3) is
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run for connecting to the SerialForwarder port and data acquisition from the sensor
network to start data processing.

8.3 Sensing System Evaluation
The following section presents the testing and the results obtained from the location
and motion sensing units of the first prototype design of the UbiStick system from
the set up presented in 8.2.

8.3.1 Location Sensing Unit Evaluation
It has previously been determined in section 8.1.1.1 that the measured operational
range of ultrasonic sensing unit is 2cm to 8.4m. The operational range of the RF
sensing unit was assumed to be 10m according to the specifications provided [49].

Once the operational range and area was identified, distance measurements for
location determination were carried out by each of the three transmitter sensor nodes
to the UbiStick device sensor node and the results obtained are discussed below.

8.3.1.1 Distance measurements
With the system software running and the sensor nodes set up as shown in Figure 8-7
with a predetermined actual distance of 5 cm between the UbiStick device sensor
node and each of the transmitter sensor nodes. 5cm is used because from the actual
measurements done on the ultrasonic sensors the minimum range was found out to
be 2cm (section 8.1.1.1). The Time Difference of Arrival of the RF and US signal is
measured by the location sensing unit which will be processed to measure the
distance and finally the location of the UbiStick device sensor node.

The data output on the user interface displayed a number of samples of distance
measurements on Figure 8-8 from each of the transmitter sensor nodes to the
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UbiStiek device sensor node. It was observed that these distance values are random
at first and then the system settled (see Figure 8-8) to distance values that do not
have high deviations from each other.

From the set up Figure 8-7, it is also obvious that the settled measurements on Figure
8-8 still do not correspond with the actual distance measured i.e. 5cm. There is a
long delay in the time difference of arrival of the RF and US signal which translates
to the distance measurements after the system settled causing a large error in
measurements (more than 5260 centimetres).

The cause for the system doing random measurements and then settling after a period
of time and the large value in time difference of arrival of the RF and US signal has
been narrowed down to either the nRF2401 transceiver chip configuration or
programming error.

The nRF2401 transceiver chip configuration has been pointed out as a probable
source of the above system behaviour because as discussed briefly in Chapter 7.2.2,
the nRF2401 operates using the ShockBurst configuration. In this mode the data is
clocked first and accumulated in a frame before being transmitted. Though good for
low power consumption and it is not an ideal configuration for time of flight
detection because if the first data to be clocked-in is the one carrying the time
stamping information of the RF signal then it won’t be transmitted until the data
frame is full hence giving the wrong time difference of arrival between RF and US at
the RF receiver end.

Each of the above probable sources of error require in depth investigation to
eliminate one or the other. The nRF2401 investigation can look into re-programming
the transceiver with DirectMode configuration. In DirectMode [51], the nRF2401
works like a traditional RF device. Data must be at 1Mbps, or 250kbps at low data
rate setting, for the receiver to detect the signals. Due to time limitations, to re-
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program the nRF2401 chip in DirectMode was not feasible. This will be suggested as
part of the future work on the second UbiStick prototype.

However, an observation was made that the system’s settling time is approximately
10 minutes after start up. With this information, the settling time is therefore
incorporated as part of the system set up. Therefore every time the UbiStick system
is turned on, the user must wait for at least 10 minutes before using the system for
location measurements.

The long delay is accounted for by calibrating the UbiStick system to reference this
delay at zero distance for more accurate data. The calibration of the UbiStick
location sensing unit is discussed below:

Figure 8-7 Sensor nodes set up for distance measuring
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System settles
after 10 minutes
to distance
values with
small
deviations

Random
values

Figure 8-8 Distance measurements from the transmitter sensor nodes to the UbiStick device

8.3.1.2 System Calibration from Distance measurements with only
one transmitter sensor node operating
To calibrate the UbiStick location sensing unit, the distance measurements were
done with only one transmitter sensor node operating as shown in Figure 8-9. First,
the resolution of the system was determined as follows:
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Figure 8-9 Measuring the distance between the UbiStick device sensor node and the transmitter
sensor node

Determining resolution of the first prototype UbiStick system in distance
measurements
Distance measurements were done at 1 cm, 2cm, 3cm, 4cm, in increments of one up
to 15cm. An average number of samples were taken at each distance and the results
are presented on the chart shown in Figure 8-10. From the chart, it is noticeable that
the distance is being incremented although there is no specific definition of where
the distance of the UbiStick device sensor node from the transmitter sensor node is
being incremented in 1 centimetre jumps. However, it can be observed that there are
noticeable increments of 5 centimetres i.e. 5270 to 5275 to 5280.
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Figure 8-10 Distance measurements with the UbiStick device sensor node re-positioned in
increments of 1 centimetre

From the above observation, I deduced that the prototype UbiStick system defines
distance in a resolution of approximately 5cm.

Calibration of the system
Theoretically, the minimum range of the ultrasonic sensors is 20cm, however the
practical experiment in section 8.1.1.1 established a minimum range of 2cm. The
calibration process of the UbiStick system is done using the practical minimum
range of 2cm. Therefore the following distance measurements were done using 5
centimetre increments starting from a physical distance of 1 cm to 5 cm, 10 cm and
15cm.
The results are shown in the Figure 8-11 to Figure 8-14 below, also comparing the
actual physical distance to the distance measured by the UbiStick system.
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Figure 8-11 Distance measurements from the UbiStick system compared with the actual
distance measurements at 1cm
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Distance from Base Station Two

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
....

. . . . . . A. . . . . . . . . .

Average System Measured Distance: 5270
Figure 8-12 Distance measurements from the UbiStick system compared with the actual
distance measurements at 5 cm
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Distance from Base Station Two

5,290
5,288
5,286
5,284
5,282
5,280
5,278
5,276
5,274
5,272

Actual Distance: 10 cm

Average System Measured Distance: 5275

Figure 8-13 Distance measurements from the UbiStick system compared with the actual
distance measurements at 10 cm
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Distance from Base Station Two

X-". ^ V '■■'•

Actual Distance: 15 cm

Average System Measured Distance: 5280

Figure 8-14 Distance measurements from the IJbiStick system compared with the actual
distance measurements at 15 cm

From the above results obtained, I observed that the time delay translated to the
distance measurements is in average constant. The above distance measurements
results are summarised in Table 8-1 below. The offset value calculation attempts to
estimate the average time delay that has been translated to distance. The offset value
is caleulated as the measured distance value minus the aetual physieal distance value.
As expected, at 1cm the measurement translates to 0cm which means there was no
ultrasonic signal detected. Averaging the offset values, I therefore calibrated the
system with 5265cm to be an equivalent of 0cm to account for the measured delay.
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Table 8-1 Summary of calibration results for distance measurements from one transmitter
sensor nodes operating

Actual

system Offset (cm)

physical Average

measurement (cm)

measurement (cm)

1
5
10
15

5265
5270
5275
5280

5264
5265
5265
5265

8.3.1.3 System Calibration from Distance measurements with three
transmitters sensor nodes operating
The system was re-calibrated as described previously with three transmitter sensor
nodes operating at the same time to determine the delay value for each of the
transmitter sensor nodes with the results obtained described below:

The chart on Figure 8-15 shows the distance measurements to the UbiStick device
sensor node from each of the transmitter sensor nodes. The actual distance values are
determined randomly. These are 16cm, 8cm and 26cm from transmitter sensor node
1, 2 and 3 respectively and the average system measurements are 5287.78cm,
5277.85cm and 5231.77cm corresponding to transmitter sensor nodes 1, 2, and 3
respectively.
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Figure 8-15 Distance measurement samples from each transmitter sensor node at a first location
of the UbiStick device sensor node

The same was repeated for actual physical measurements 25cm and 18cm for
transmitter sensor node 1, 10cm and 22cm for transmitter sensor node 2 and finally
28cm and 10cm for transmitter sensor node 3 as presented on the charts on Figure
8-16 and Figure 8-17 below.
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Distance measurements
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Figure 8-16 Distance measurement samples from each transmitter sensor node at a second
location of the UbiStick device sensor node
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Distance measurements
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Figure 8-17 Distance measurements from each transmitter sensor node at a third location of the
IJbiStick device sensor node

All the above results are summarised in Table 8-2 below:
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Table 8-2 Summary of calibration results for distance measurements from three transmitter
sensor nodes operating at the same time

Actual

Transmitter node 1

Transmitter node 2

Transmitter node 3

physical Average system Offset (cm)

measurement

measurement

(cm)

(cm)

16

5287.78

5271.78

25

5296.97

5271.97

18

5299.11

5281.11

8

5277.85

5269.85

10

5288.09

5278.09

22

5294.89

5272.89

26

5231.77

5205.77

28

5231.54

5203.54

10

5215.55

5205.55

As previously done for calibration with one transmitter sensor node operating, I
calibrated the system with the offset to be an equivalent of 0cm to account for the
system delay. The offset values calculated at each distance were then averaged for
each transmitter sensor node to 5275cm for sensor node 1, 5273cm for sensor node 2
and 5205cm for sensor node 3 to account for the delay of the system.

From the above results, it can be observed that the offset value changed for the
transmitter 1 sensor node from 5265cm (i.e. in the previous one transmitter sensor
node operating calibration) to 5275cm. Further resets of the system (turning the
system power OFF/ON) established that the offset values for each one of the
transmitter sensor nodes is never constant as every time the system is re-started with
a power reset the value of the delay changes. Therefore the system has to be re
calibrated with every power reset.
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The changes in offset values have been catered for in the software implementation on
the GUI for the user to be able to enter the offset values into the system every time
they change so as to reliably do location measurements with the system. See Figure
8-18 below.
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Figure 8-18 Transmitter sensor nodes offset values entered on the ‘Data’ window

8.3.1.4 Location measurements
Once the system was calibrated with distance measurements, location measurements
were done. To deploy the application scenario stated in Chapter 1, the UbiStick
system has to carry out room scale 3-D location measurements. The actual location
measurements of the first prototype UbiStick device were to be carried out in
different complexity levels geared towards achieving the full room scale scenario.
This is because, as previously stated (Chapter 7.3.3.2 and in 8.2.1) the software
implementation for location calculation algorithm is also written for testing the
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performance of the prototype design of the UbiStick in determining location. The
software is written to start with determining location in a 2-D plane before measuring
location in 3 dimensions to resolve any location sensing problems should they arise
before upgrading to a 3-D location sensing system.

The following are the location measurements stages for the first prototype UbiStick
system:
1. Surface one: Location measurements to be carried out in a small scale 2-D
plane equivalent to a small classroom desk (approximate dimensions of 40cm
by 40cm) and the results evaluated.
2. Surface two: Scaling to a larger surface area compared to the previous
experiment, the surface area is to be set equivalent to the screen size of an
overhead projector. This surface size is selected because from Chapter 1 the
intention of the fully functional UbiStick system was enabling “basic motion
and pointing gestures at objects and people in a real environment as well as at
objects displayed on a screen”. So the device should be tested for location
measurements in a screen size surface area - approximate dimensions of 1.2m
by 0.9m and the results evaluated.
3. Surface three: Scaling up to room size i.e. dimensions of a typical lecture
room in CIT - B263 of dimensions 9.8m by 7.1m by 2.85m, location
measurements are to be carried out still in 2-D surface area by scaling up
from the projector screen size to 2m by 2m surface and evaluating the results,
carrying on to 3m by 3m, 4m by 4m, 5m by 5m, until full room 2-D surface
area location measurements are achieved. At full room dimensions, 3-D
location measurements are to be carried out by changing the 2-D default in
the Linear Least Squares software algorithm (Chapter 7.3.3.2) to include the
third dimension i.e. Z axis coordinate in calculating location.
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Location measurements on surface one
As presented above, starting with small scale location measurements, surface one is a
2 dimensional plane. The surface area used for this experiment is a horizontal surface
of a lab desk with dimensions: 45.5cm by 41.5cm.

The transmitter sensor nodes are placed in a triangular set up as shown in Figure
8-19. The only two conditions of choosing the transmitter sensor nodes’ coordinate
position values are: that they do not lie in the same line (principle of multilateration Chapter 4) and they are going to offer an optimum line of sight with the ultrasonic
sensors on the UbiStick device sensor node as detection of ultrasonic signals requires
line of sight (Chapter 4).

To determine location in a 2-D plane the origin must first be determined on the
surface which would then be translated to the coordinate origin on the graphical user
interface display on the ‘Data’ window. The origin of the surface area can be picked
to be any point on the testing surface. The coordinate positions of the transmitter
sensor nodes are then measured with respect to this origin and filled on the ‘Data’
window of the user interface software (see Figure 8-20).

For this specific test the origin of the surface area tested is set to be the top right
hand comer of the surface shown in Figure 8-19 and the locations of the transmitter
sensor nodes are: transmitter 1 sensor node = (20, 3), transmitter 2 sensor node = (5,
22.5) and transmitter 3 sensor node = (43.5, 22) with respect to the origin.
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Figure 8-19 Arrangement of transmitter sensor nodes for first location measurements
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Figure 8-20 Transmitter sensor nodes’ physical positions entered on the ‘Data’ window
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With the UbiStick device sensor node placed on measuring surface, the UbiStick
system measures its location with the respect to the transmitter sensor nodes
positions using multilateration and taking into account the delays measured during
calibration. The location of the device was estimated to be on coordinates (27.7,
17.53) as shown on the ‘Data’ display window on Figure 8-21. The actual physical
location of the UbiStick sensor node device is at coordinates (28.5, 21).

Comparing the two results, the UbiStick system is in error by 0.8cm on the X axis
and by 3.47cm on the Y axis. To calculate the displacement error between the actual
location measurement and the estimated location, I calculated the distance between
two points on the plane as Euclidean distance using equation (8.1)
^

/

a

estimatesd

^ actual^

estimated

y actual'}

Therefore the displaced distance error on the location measurement is 3.5cm.

Figure 8-21 Measuring location of the UbiStick device on surface one
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With the UbiStick device on the same location, more location measurements are
done to estimate the average system error and the results are presented in Figure 8-22
below.
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Figure 8-22 Location estimates with the UbiStick device sensor node on one position on surface
one

The corresponding error measurements are presented on Figure 8-23 calculated using
equation (8.1).

From Figure 8-22 it can also be observed that some of the location estimates have an
error greater than 20cm. The reason for this happening is as follows:
It was established that there is some packet loss in the sensor node communication.
Packet loss in the UbiStick system between any one of the transmitter sensor nodes
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and the UbiStick device sensor node leads to loss of distance data. If one data packet
is lost, only two distances measurements are going to be calculated in the processing
software. The Linear Least Squares algorithm extracts three distance measurements
inputs on the GUI window to estimate the location of the UbiStick device sensor
node so if only two distances are extracted the location estimate calculation will be
done using those two distance values instead of three leading to a much larger error
in location estimates.

The average location displacement error for 104 location samples is found to be
6.97cm.

Error measurements
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Figure 8-23 Displacement error in location measurements for 104 location samples on surface
area one
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Location measurements on surface two
As previously stated, stage two of the location measurements are performed on a
surface area set to be equivalent to the screen size of an overhead projector with the
intention of testing if the user can locate objects on the screen with the UbiStick
device. A horizontal surface of a lab desk with dimensions: 125cm by 87cm
representing the area covered by a typical lecture room overhead projector is used for
location measurements (see Figure 8-24).

As previously stated, the location of the transmitter sensor nodes are such that they
do not lie in the same line and they are going to offer an optimum line of sight with
the ultrasonic sensors on the UbiStick device sensor node. On this surface the
locations of the transmitter sensor nodes are: transmitter I sensor node = (50, 4.5),
transmitter 2 sensor node = (2, 59.5) and transmitter 3 sensor node = (122, 36)
measured with respect to the surface origin as shown in Figure 8-24. These values
are filled on the ‘Data’ window.
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Transmitter sensor node 1
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Figure 8-24 Arrangement of transmitter sensor nodes for location measurements on surface two

With the UbiStick device sensor node placed on measuring surface and the system
measuring its position with the respect to the transmitter sensor nodes positions, the
location of the UbiStick device sensor node was estimated to be on coordinates
(64.56, 29.26) as shown on the display window on Figure 8-25. The actual physical
location of the UbiStick device sensor node is at coordinates (61, 32.5).

Comparing the two results, the UbiStick system is in error by 3.56cm on the X axis
and by 3.24cm on the Y axis and the displacement error is 4.37cm.
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Figure 8-25 Measuring location of the UbiStick device on surface two

Repeating the location measurements with the UbiStick device sensor node on the
same position to estimate the average system error on this surface, the location
measurements obtained are presented in Figure 8-26.
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Figure 8-26 Location estimates with the UbiStick device sensor node stationary on one position
on surface two

Using equation (8.1), 1 calculated the displacement error between the actual location
measurement and the estimated location and the corresponding error measurements
are presented on Figure 8-27. The average error for 50 location samples is found to
be 8.96cm.

Again, from Figure 8-26 it can be observed that some of the location estimates have
an error greater than 20cm. The reason for this happening has been established
before and explained in the previous location measurements done on surface one:
packet loss in the sensor node communication leads to loss of distance data causing
the Linear Least Squares algorithm to estimate the location of the UbiStick device
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using only two distance measurements instead of three. This leads to a much larger
error in location estimates.

Error measurements

Samples

Figure 8-27 Displacement error in location measurements for 50 location samples on surface
area two

Location measurements on surface three (surface area dimension >lm by Im)
When the test area was set up to a surface area with dimensions 2m by 2m, the
communication of the sensor nodes failed and no location measurements could be
made.

This was investigated back to re-establish the operational limits of the location
sensing system. First the ultrasonic sensing system was tested with the sensor boards
stacked on the DSYS25 sensor platform. It was established that the ultrasonic
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sensing system worked as previously presented on section 8.1.1,1. but the range was
limited to 2m.

Investigating this by doing range measurements, it was observed that the burst length
for the ultrasonic signal pulse set in the TinyOS software for test purposes (Chapter
7.2.3.1) was not long enough to generate an ultrasonic signal that can be detected by
the receivers beyond 2 meters. The ultrasonic burst length was initially set to 100
cycles of a 40kHz period pulse.

To solve this problem, I increased the length of the burst such that burst is not too
long which may cause a longer delay (>700ms) in the next transmitter’s transmission
cycle. A longer delay (>700ms) will lengthen the time for synchronisation for the
three transmitter distances for multilateration. After several trials, I found that 500
cycles are effective for the theoretical maximum range of the transmitter i.e. 6 meters
without compromising the next transmission cycle.
However, testing for the RF communication range between transmitter and receiver,
the range could not go beyond approximately Im.

This outcome narrows down the application scenario by a very large factor i.e. from
a room scale to projector screen scale. Investigation as to why this happened pointed
again to the communication configuration of the nRF2401 transceiver on the
DSYS25 sensor platform.

It had been previously suggested to re-program the nRF2401 with the DirectMode
[51] configuration (section 8.3.1.1) and this could be same option in trying to resolve
this problem. However re-programming the configuration code in TinyOS required
time to go over the original ShockBurst configuration code written by The Mobile
Systems and Internet Research Laboratory (MSIL) [93]. As a non-author of the code
it proved not to be a feasible task due to the time constraints in completing this
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project. I suggest that this be done on the development of the second prototype of the
UbiStick system.

Location measurements with the UbiStick device moving
Since room scale location measurements could not be achieved, the first prototype
design of the UbiStick will be evaluated in tracking the location of the moving
UbiStick device at a smaller scale (projector screen size).

Therefore using surface two, the UbiStick device was moved in a straight line across
the surface plane such that several location measurements samples are done for every
position. The results obtained are presented in Figure 8-28 with the direction of
motion represented by the red arrow.

Figure 8-28 Location estimates with the UbiStick device moving across surface two
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From the results obtained, it can be observed that the first prototype UbiStick system
can track the different locations of the device over a number of samples. However,
the tracking accuracy is dependent on the sampling frequency. The system data
repetition frequency was investigated to be optimised for better operation.

Location and motion sensing data repetition frequency
The setting for the location and motion sensing cycle is currently set at 10 seconds
for testing purposes (Chapter 1232), this is established not to be effective. With the
current setting, one location measurement takes 5 seconds and the motion sensing is
set to 5 seconds at a sampling rate of 250ms for reading accelerometer data. This is
very long as the tracking performance of the UbiStick system is dependent on the
location updates.

1 have tried to resolve this to the most possible minimum time and 1 obtained, for this
prototype system, the location part of the application to take only 3 seconds to
complete and 4 seconds with 250ms sampling rate dedicated to reading data from the
accelerometers. 250ms sampling rate is the minimum rate obtained to acquire data
from all 3 accelerometers outputs and broadcasting the information without
overloading the base station sensor node application throughput.

The full application cycle is therefore changed to 7 seconds (sampling frequency of
0.14Hz) in the UbiStick device sensor node TinyOS application.

Discussion
Evaluating the system from the location data that was obtained (from surface one and
surface two), the UbiStick location system is therefore determined to have an
average error of 7.97cm in location measurements for the number of samples taken
(i.e. 154 samples) at the experimented surface area scale of measurements.
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On the two small scale experiments, from surface one to surface two, the error has
scaled up from an average of 6.97cm to 8.96cm respectively. This is a difference of
approximately 2cm when the surface area has been approximately doubled. This is a
positive result because it means that the error does not scale linearly with the scale of
the surface area measured for location i.e. displacement error is not doubled if
surface area is doubled. Therefore at room scale it would be expected that the
location displacement error is going to be small compared to the scale of the room
hence providing a reasonably accurate system.

For the location results obtained from all location measurements done, it has to be
considered that the actual dimensions of the UbiStick device are 6cm by 6cm on the
base. The current actual location measurements are done at the centre of the UbiStick
device sensor node base, and the design of the UbiStick device sensor node is such
that the receiving ultrasonic sensors are placed on the edge of the cubical design.
Therefore location accuracy is dependent on which ultrasonic receiver gets the signal
first; hence on location measurement done by the system an error of 3cm can be
added or deducted depending on the position of the receiving ultrasonic sensors as
well as the direction of motion of the device if the UbiStick device senor node is
being moved.

From the above observations and discussion on combined results for all location data
at the small scale surface area measured, the first prototype design of the UbiStick
has been determined to have a location measurement accuracy of approximately
8cm. With the above consideration (i.e. position of the receiving ultrasonic sensors
and direction of motion of the device) this can be approximated to 8±3cm. The
location data from the location sensing unit can therefore be used to locate and track
the UbiStick device when the user is doing motion gestures with the device.
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8.3.2 Motion Sensing Test
This section demonstrates the motion sensing test of the UbiStick device sensor node
in space. The sensing test of the UbiStick system is done in run time using TinyOS
software and the Borland C++ user interface software. The interface software is such
that the accelerometers for tilt sensing are calibrated first every time the system is
switched on or reset as described in Chapter 7.3.3.1.

After calibration, the UbiStick device sensor node was rotated in different directions
to measure the tilt/ orientation of the device as described using Figure 8-29 to Figure
8-34 below.
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Figure 8-29 Device at rest / facing up

Figure 8-32 Device facing right

Figure 8-30 Device facing forward

Figure 8-33 Device facing left

Figure 8-31 Device facing backward

Figure 8-34 Device facing down
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When the UbiStick device sensor node is held at rest in an upright position as shown
in Figure 8-29 the corresponding outputs for each of the axes: X, Y and Z are as
shown in Figure 8-35. The acceleration measurement at each axis is at approximately
Og (as expected) with small variations due noise in the hardware circuit and the
corresponding tilt measurement is 0 degrees.
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Figure 8-35 Plots showing the output of the tilt sensing of the UbiStick device sensor node at rest

Rotating the UbiStick device sensor node to face forward/ away from me as in
Figure 8-30, as the device sensor node turns the acceleration measurement goes from
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Og to + lg on the Y axis i.e. a tilt of 90° in the positive Y axis direction. Facing
forward, the measurements stayed at + lg (+90° tilt) until the device sensor node was
rotated back to the upright position with corresponding acceleration measurement Og
(0° tilt) as shown in Figure 8-36.

Rotated to face backwards/ towards me as in Figure 8-31, as the device sensor node
turns the acceleration measurement goes from Og to -Ig on the Y axis i.e. a tilt of 90°
in the negative Y axis direction. Facing backward, the measurements stayed at the Ig (-90° tilt) until the device sensor node was rotated back to the upright position
with corresponding acceleration measurement Og (0° tilt) as shown in Figure 8-36.
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Figure 8-36 Plots showing the output of the tilt sensing of the UbiStick device sensor node facing
forward and backward

For the UbiStick device sensor node to face right as in Figure 8-32, as the device
sensor node turns the acceleration measurement goes from Og to -Ig on the X axis
i.e. a tilt of 90° in the negative X axis direction. Facing right, the measurements
stayed at the -Ig (-90° tilt) until the device sensor node was rotated back to the
upright position with corresponding acceleration measurement Og (0° tilt) as shown
in Figure 8-37.
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Facing left as in Figure 8-33, as the device sensor node turns the acceleration
measurement goes from Og to +lg on the X axis i.e. a tilt of 90° in the positive X
axis direction. Facing left, the measurements stayed at the +lg (+90° tilt) until the
device sensor node was rotated back to the upright position with corresponding
acceleration measurement Og (0° tilt) as shown in Figure 8-37.

Figure 8-37 Plots showing the output of the tilt sensing of the UbiStick device sensor node facing
right and left

Turning the UbiStick device sensor node upside down as in Figure 8-34, as the
device turns the acceleration measurement goes from Og to -2g on the Z axis i.e. a tilt
of 180° in the negative Z axis direction. With the device sensor node upside down,
the measurements stayed at the -2g (-180° tilt) until rotating the device sensor node
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back to the upright position with corresponding acceleration measurement Og (0° tilt)
as shown in Figure 8-38.
From the above measurements, it can also be observed that when the UbiStick device
sensor node is rotating in the X and Y directions, the Z axis measurement varies
from Og to -Ig for every X and Y measurement done. For determining the tilt in the
negative Z axis, these measurements reflect up to -90° tilt in the negative Z axis.
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Figure 8-38 Plots showing the output of the tilt sensing of the UbiStick device sensor node
upside down

The above results from the motion sensing unit can therefore be used to interpret the
orientation of the UbiStick device sensor node when doing pointing gestures. The
experiment has been done when pointing at 90° angles. The ‘Data’ window of the
user interface display interprets the transitions from 0° to ±90° in each axis and this is
displayed in the tilt plots shown in Figure 8-39.
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Figure 8-39 Tilt plots on a scale for determining the orientation of the UbiStick device sensor
node

8.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented a discussion on the first prototype design of the UbiStick
system’s test and evaluation from which the operational limits and the accuracy and
performance of this prototype design as location sensing system have been
determined. Moreover, a discussion on the results obtained has been presented.
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Chapter 9 is going to present a final discussion on the achievements and future
improvements and work of the first prototype UbiStick system that was designed and
evaluated in this project.
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9 Summary and Future Improvements
The objective of this project was to design the first prototype of the disappearing
user interface, UbiStick - a pointing and gesture sensing system using RF and US
tracking system. The project goals for the first prototype UbiStick system were (as
presented in Chapter 2):
/.

Complete a literature review on the disappearing user interface in ubiquitous
computing with emphasis on technology for object pointing and monitoring
gestures to identify the most suitable method of implementing the user
interface in ubiquitous com.piiting scenarios.

2. Analyse, design and develop a first prototype user interface device system
using object location technologies and motion sensors.

3. Develop software for data transfer, processing and analysis to determine
location and motion sensing aspects of the system that can be used to
determine location and motion gestures for the future system development i.e.
2nd prototype development.

4. Test and evaluate the first prototype UbiStick system design in determining
location and orientation of UbiStick device in a real environment.

Project Achievements
From the above mentioned objectives, the following are the achievements made:
1. The literature review providing insight to the state of the art of the
disappearing user interface systems for ubiquitous computing was described
in chapter 3, where object pointing and motion gestures was the modality of
choice for the UbiStick system. From this review, I identified location
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sensing as the method to implement the UbiStick user interface (Chapter 3.2).
Location technologies available on research and commercial markets to
realize the disappearing user interface were also reviewed (Chapter 3.2.1) and
the identified choice for the UbiStick system: the RF and US location
technology was described and compared with other existing technologies.
Further a review of the RF and US location technology as a chosen location
technology in terms of location techniques: TDoA, positioning technique:
multilateration, location estimation methods: Linear Least Squares and
factors affecting the performance of this location technology were presented
in Chapter 4.

2. From the literature review, the design and development of the first prototype
UbiStick user interface device was done starting with design of the system
architecture (Chapter 5) taking into account two of the desirable features to
be considered in this prototype: a wireless communications system and
potential for scalability of the system architecture i.e. using a passive
architecture. From the system architecture the hardware analysis and design
has been presented in Chapter 6 in terms of the main functional units:
location sensing unit, motion sensing unit and communications and
processing unit.

The compact feature of the device was addressed during the hardware design
of the UbiStick system (Chapter 6.6) but it still needs to be further improved
in the second prototype design.

The first hardware prototype design of the UbiStick user interface device and
system has therefore almost fully been achieved with the exception of using
gyroscopes as part of the motion sensing unit as presented in Chapter 6.6.2.
The use of gyroscopes will be addressed in future work to be done on the
system.
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3. With the hardware system design already set-up, the development of software
for location and motion data transfer obtained from sensors implemented in
the hardware design was achieved using TinyOS (Chapter 7.2.1). Borland
Builder C++ software in combination with TinyOS (Chapter 7.3) was used to
achieve data processing to sense location and motion gestures done with the
UbiStick hardware device.
Therefore the software development for the first prototype UbiStick system
has been achieved and presented in Chapter 7.

4. The hardware and software designs combined provided the first prototype
UbiStick system, whose performance was tested and evaluated in a small
scale environment. This goal has only been partially achieved as presented in
Chapter 8 in that the system was established to have a reasonably good
accuracy on the scale of the tests carried out but also the system failed to
perform on a real environment as was presented in the application scenario
Chapter 1. There is need for improvements and this is going to be addressed
in future work to be done on the system.

Future Work
Over the time scale of project, some of the project goals were not achieved fully and
hence the unachieved goals of this project are passed on to the development of the
second prototype UbiStick system. The future work required is presented below:

Adding gyroscopes to the system
The ADXRS150 gyroscopes from Analog Devices couldn’t be implemented as
mentioned in Chapter 6.4.2.2. Other selections of gyroscopes have been investigated
to replace the ADXRS150 at the same level of specifications and sensitivity for
which the ADXRS150 was identified. The one identified for use in the second
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UbiStick prototype design is the Murata GyroStar [111] 4-pin surface mount
piezoelectric gyroscope. It is single axis and has a sensitivity of ±300°/s and size
'l

<15mm . It can be obtained from Farnell [112] as part number 3349317.

Investigating the communication configuration of the nRF2401 transceiver on
the DSYS25 sensor platform
When doing distance measurements with the UbiStick system (Chapter 8.3.1.1), it
was observed that the system requires a settling time and there is also a delay in the
distance measurements. This has been suggested to be caused by the configuration of
the nRF2401 communication or programming error.

Moreover, the evaluation of the system was also scaled down (Chapter 8.3.1.4) due
to the communication failure of the nRF2401 transceiver.

Although the time delay was accounted for in the UbiStick system during calibration,
it would be better to try and establish the reason for this together with why the
communication of the system failed at >lm range by looking at the ShockBurst
configuration code in TinyOS and also trying to re-program the transceiver with
DirectMode configuration as discussed in Chapter 8.3.1.4. The DSYS25 sensor
platform with Zigbee [4] radio can also be investigated if it can improve the
performance of the UbiStick system.

3-D location
The UbiStick system software for location determination by multilateration has been
set to a default for 2 dimensional location calculations (Chapter 8.3.1.3) because the
aim was to test the system performance in 2 dimensions before progressing it to 3dimensions but due to communication failure of the system already discussed, the 3
dimension location estimations weren’t accomplished. Once the communication
problem is resolved, advancing the multilateration code to 3 dimensional location
calculations is required for 3-D location information of UbiStick device.
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This can be achieved by changing the multilateration matrices to three unknown
position points with respect to each axis of movement i.e. X, Y, Z as expressed
mathematically in Chapter 4.1.4.

Power consumption
The power supply to the UbiStick device is by a power supply unit that require
cables to be connected to the UbiStick device. This can be replaced to a battery
operated system that is also stacked onto the UbiStick device. As previously
discussed on Chapter 6.5 this will include an investigation on powering up the
system using batteries - identifying battery types, size, lifetime and battery re
charging options. Moreover, an investigation on how to interface the battery
connections to the existing sensor nodes hardware circuitry or considering
improvement of the current hardware circuitry has to done.

Gesture recognition as part of the second prototype UbiStick system
development
A user makes a pointing or motion gesture with the UbiStick device in a specific
pattern with the intention that the information obtained be used for gesture
recognition to sense the requirements of the user.

This has yet to be implemented as part of the first prototype UbiStick system as it
only records a sequence of location and orientation values of the UbiStick device
over time. Gesture recognition requires a neural network for system training different gesture pattern models are formed and for each model a number of the same
pattern are collected. During actual system operation, the patterns made by the user
are compared to the saved models to be mapped with the corresponding system
operation concepts: turning on the lights etc. Research is into neural networking is to
be done when developing the second prototype design of the UbiStick system.
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Further improvements to be done on the first prototype UbiStick
system
From the results obtained during the first prototype UbiStick system evaluation, the
UbiStick system performance can further be improved on the second prototype by:

■

Taking into account the major environmental factors affecting performance
of the RF and US location technology i.e. adding a temperature sensor to the
system.

■

The current UbiStick system design is operating at an assumption of a
constant room temperature of 20°C (293.15 Kelvin), hence a constant value
for the speed sound is assumed at this temperature which is 343.37ms'’. For a
more accurate system a temperature sensor is needed to update the varying
speed of the ultrasonic signal at different room temperatures especially over
the season changes (i.e. winter, summer) if the system is expected to provide
the same perfonnance throughout.

■

In addition to tilt sensing, reading linear acceleration from the accelerometers
to correlate with the tracking data from the location sensing unit. This will
enable a more accurate way to determining if the device is actually moving
on not when there distributed location estimation errors as in Figure 8-22.

■

Flaving more than ultrasonic transmitter sensor on each transmitter sensor
node. This will decrease the dependence of the system on line of sight for
ultrasonic signal reception and therefore increase the operational area of the
UbiStick device.

■

Having more than one base station sensor node and gateway PC for the
UbiStick sensor network.
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The base station has limited throughput causing communication constraints
for the distributed processing i.e. the current communication cycle is 7
seconds (Chapter 8.3.3) which decreases the system’s resolution in tracking
the UbiStick device. A solution could be to have more gateway PCs and base
stations to distribute the data transmission and processing and create a mesh
network for the end processing.

Reducing the size of the UbiStick device.
Although addressed during the hardware design, the current first prototype of
the device is quite large (Chapter 6.6.2) for use in the application scenario
and in comparison to the interface design suggested i.e. a handheld pointing
‘stick’ (Chapter 3.1). Therefore the size of the UbiStick device needs to be
reduced dramatically - this can be achieved by using smaller IC packages
and passive components for the hardware circuitry and outsource the
soldering and manufacturing of the hardware boards.

Packaging the UbiStick device.
This will increase durability of the device during use.
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10 Conclusion
The first prototype UbiStick device was designed as a starting point towards
developing a disappearing user interface in ubiquitous computing to be deployed
indoors. This prototype UbiStick system provides location information and part of
orientation information (tilt sensing only) that is to be used in future developments of
the system for pointing and motion gesture recognition to realize the lecture room
application scenario presented in Chapter 1.

Some of the project goals had to be scaled down i.e. use of gyroscopes, the
evaluation of the system in a real room environment as discussed in the thesis. The
main achievement of this project is that: the UbiStick system provides reasonably
accurate location data in a small scale 2-D plane and tilt sensing data that provides a
basis from which the system can be further developed to achieve the complete
application scenario: pointing and motion gesture tracking through location-sensing.

The project goals that were implemented and successfully achieved established proof
of concept and the assumptions that were made to achieve those goals are valid,
realistic and usable in practice. The designed first prototype UbiStick system also
fulfilled some of desirable features as described in Chapter One.

Therefore the following can be concluded of the first prototype UbiStick system:
■

Able to determine the approximate location of the device with a resolution of
5cm in a small scale 2-D dimensional plane with a displacement error of
8±3cm.

■

The architecture of the system has a potential for scalability.

■

The sensor node network is a wireless communication system allowing free
mobility of the device.
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The UbiStick system developed in this project is therefore a good basis for the
second prototype design of the UbiStick system. In addition, it is also a good
foundation of location-aware systems that provide people and object locating
through tagging if embedded as part of the wireless sensor network physical testbed
in development at the Centre for Adaptive Wireless Systems.

It is also hoped that this project and its results will be of interest to a wider audience.
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A Appendix
A.l Reference Tables
A.1.1 Absorption coefficient chart for common building
materials and finishes [113 ]
Floor materials

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

carpet

0.01

0.02

0.06

0.15

0.25

0.45

Concrete (unpainted, rough finish)

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Concrete (sealed or painted)

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

Marble or glazed tile

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

Vinyl tile or linoleum on concrete

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.02

Wood parquet on concrete

0.04

0.04

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.07

Wood flooring on joists

0.15

0.11

O.l

0.07

0.06

0.07

Seating materials

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

Benches (wooden, empty)

0.1

0.09

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

Benches (wooden, 2/3 occupied)

0.37

0.4

0.47

0.53

0.56

0.53

Benches (wooden, fully occupied)

0.5

0.56

0.66

0.76

0.8

0.76

Benches (cushioned seats and backs,
empty)

0.32

0.4

0.42

0.44

0.43

0.48

Benches (cushioned seats and backs,
2/3 occupied)

0.44

0.56

0.65

0.72

0.72

0.67

Benches (cushioned seats and backs,
fully occupied)

0.5

0.64

0.76

0.86

0.86

0.76

Theatre seats (wood, empty)

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.07

0.08

0.08

Theatre seats (wood. 2/3 occupied)

0.34

0.21

0.28

0.53

0.56

0.53
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Theatre seats (wood, fully occupied)

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.76

0.8

0.76

Seats (fabric-upholstered, empty)

0.49

0.66

0.8

0.88

0.82

0.7

Seats (fabric-upholstered, fully
occupied)

0.6

0.74

0.88

0.96

0.93

0.85

Reflective wall materials

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

Brick (natural)

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.07

Brick (painted)

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

Concrete block (coarse)

0.36

0.44

0.31

0.29

0.39

0.25

Concrete block (painted)

0.1

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.09

0.08

Concrete (poured, rough finish,
unpainted)

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Doors (solid wood panels)

0.1

0.07

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.04

Glass (1/4" plate, large pane)

0.18

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.02

Glass (small pane)

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.02

Plasterboard (12mm (1/2") panelling
on studs)

0.29

0.1

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.04

Plaster (gypsum or lime, on
masonry)

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Plaster (gypsum or lime, on wood
lath)

0.14

0.1

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.04

Plywood (3mm(l/8") panelling over
31.7mm(l-l/4") airspace)

0.15

0.25

0.12

0.08

0.08

0.08

Plywood (3mm(l/8") panelling over
57.1mm( 2-1/4") airspace)

0.28

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.08

0.08

Plywood (5mm(3/16") panelling
over 50mm(2") airspace)

0.38

0.24

0.17

0.1

0.08

0.05

Plywood (5mm(3/16") panel,
25mm(l") fibreglass in 50mm(2")
airspace)

0.42

0.36

0.19

0.1

0.08

0.05
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Plywood (6mm(l/4") panelling,
airspace, light bracing)

0.3

0.25

0.15

0.1

0.1

0.1

Plywood (10mm(3/8") panelling,
airspace, light bracing)

0.28

0.22

0.17

0.09

0.1

0.11

Plywood (19mm(3/4") panelling,
airspace, light bracing)

0.2

0.18

0.15

0.12

0.1

0.1

Absorptive wall materials

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

Drapery (10 oz/yd2, 340 g/m2, flat
against wall)

0.04

0.05

0.11

0.18

0.3

0.35

Drapery (14 oz/yd2, 476 g/m2, Hat
against wall)

0.05

0.07

0.13

0.22

0.32

0.35

Drapery (18 oz/yd2, 612 g/m2, flat
against wall)

0.05

0.12

0.35

0.48

0.38

0.36

Drapery (14 oz/yd2, 476 g/m2,
pleated 50%)

0.07

0.31

0.49

0.75

0.7

0.6

Drapery (18 oz/yd2, 612 g/m2,
pleated 50%)

0.14

0.35

0.53

0.75

0.7

0.6

Fibreglass board (25mm(l") thick)

0.06

0.2

0.65

0.9

0.95

0.98

Fibreglass board (50mm(2") thick)

0.18

0.76

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

Fibreglass board (75mm(3") thick)

0.53

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

Fibreglass board (100mm(4") thick)

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.97

Open brick pattern over 75mm(3")
fibreglass

0.4

0.65

0.85

0.75

0.65

0.6

Page board over 25mm(l")
fibreglass board

0.08

0.32

0.99

0.76

0.34

0.12

Page board over 50mni(2")
fibreglass board

0.26

0.97

0.99

0.66

0.34

0.14

Page board over 75mm(3")
fibreglass board

0.49

0.99

0.99

0.69

0.37

0.15

Perforated metal (13% open, over

0.25

0.64

0.99

0.97

0.88

0.92
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50mm(2") fibreglass)
Ceiling material

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

Plasterboard (12mm(l/2") in
suspended ceiling grid)

0.15

0.11

0.04

0.04

0.07

0.08

Underlay in perforated metal panels
(25mm(r') batts)

0.51

0.78

0.57

0.77

0.9

0.79

Metal deck (perforated
channels,25mm(l") batts)

0.19

0.69

0.99

0.88

0.52

0.27

Metal deck (perforated channels,
75mm(3") batts)

0.73

0.99

0.99

0.89

0.52

0.31

Plaster (gypsum or lime, on
masonry)

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Plaster (gypsum or lime, rough
finish or timber lath)

0.14

0.1

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.04

Sprayed cellulose fibre (16mm(5/8”)
on solid backing)

0.05

0.16

0.44

0.79

0.9

0.91

Sprayed cellulose fibre (25mm(l")
on solid backing)

0.08

0.29

0.75

0.98

0.93

0.76

Sprayed cellulose fibre (25mm(r’)
on timber lath)

0.47

0.9

1.1

1.03

1.05

1.03

Sprayed cellulose fibre (32mm(l1/4") on solid backing)

0.1

0.3

0.73

0.92

0.98

0.98

Sprayed cellulose fibre (75mm(3")
on solid backing)

0.7

0.95

1

0.85

0.85

0.9

Wood tongue-and-groove roof
decking

0.24

0.19

0.14

0.08

0.13

0.1

Miscellaneous surface material

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

People-adults (per 1/10 person)

0.25

0.35

0.42

0.46

0.5

0.5

People-high school students (per

0.22

0.3

0.38

0.42

0.45

0.45
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1/10 person)
People-elementary students (per
1/10 person)

0.18

0.23

0.28

0.32

0.35

0.35

Ventilating grilles

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

Water or ice surface

0.008

0.008

0.013

0.015

0.02

0.02f

A.1.2 Relative g measurements [71]
1g

The acceleration exerted by the
Earth’s gravity on an object (for
example, a laptop sitting on
your desk experiences 1 g of
acceleration)

0-2 g

The acceleration range experienced
when a human moves,
for example, walking

5-30 g

The acceleration experienced by
the driver in a typical car crash

100-2000g

The acceleration your laptop
would experience if you
dropped it from 3 feet high onto
a concrete floor

10,000 g

The acceleration your laptop
would experience if you shot it
from a cannon
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A.2 Components used
Package Datasheet
type/
Case
Style
TO-92
2SC1815
LM78L05ACM
SOIC

Component

Manufacturer’s
part number

Transistor NPN
Voltage regulator +5V

2SC1815
LM78L05ACM

Ultrasonic receiver
Ultrasonic transmitter
Dual Audio Operational
Amplifier
Voltage regulator +9V

MA40B8R
MA40B8S
LM833D
LM78L09

TO-92

LM78L09

Dual Low Power
Operational Amplifier
Ceramic
0.1 pF,
multilayer
16V
capacitors
InF, 50V

LM358M

SOIC

LM358M

22nF, 25V
47nF, 25V
lOOnF,
16V
Electrolytic 1.5pF,
tantalum
16V
capacitors
2.2pF,
16V
lOpF, 16V
47pF, 16V
lOOpF,
16V
Inductor 47pH
Resistors
Thick Film

IkQ

SOIC

B0603R104KNT

Size
0603
B37931K5102K60
Size
0603
T0603R223KNT
Size
0603
T0603R473KNT
Size
0603
B37931K9104K60 Size
0603
CASE A
MCCTA155M016
{3216}
CASE A
MCCTA225M016
{3216}
B45196H3106K209 CASEB
{3528}
TAJC476K016R
CASEC
{6032}
CASED
TAJD107K016R
{7343}
B82494G1473K
Size
1008
MC 0.063W 0603
Size
1% IK
0603
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MA40B8R
MA40B8S
LM833D

Manufacturer

Toshiba
National
Semiconductor
Murata
Murata

B0603R104KNT

microelectronics
National
Semiconductor
National
Semiconductor
Multicomp

B37931K5102K60

EPCOS

T0603R223KNT

Multicomp

T0603R473KNT

Multicomp

B37931K9104K60

EPCOS

MCCTA155M016

Multicomp

MCCTA225M016

Multicomp

B45196H3106K209

EPCOS

TAJC476K016R

AVX

TAJD107K016R

AVX

B82494G1473K

EPCOS

MC 0.063W 0603
1% IK

Multicomp

Appendix
4.7kQ
5.6kn
lOkQ
47kO
lOOkO
124kQ
IMO
CMOS NAN D logic
gates
CMOS Hex inverters

MC 0.063W 0603
1%4K7
MC 0.063W 0603
1%5K6
MC 0.063W 0603
1% lOK
MC 0.063W 0603
1%47K
MC 0.063W 0603
1% lOOK
MC 0.063W 0603
1% 124K
MC 0.063W 0603
1% IM
MC14011BD

Size
0603
Size
0603
Size
0603
Size
0603
Size
0603
Size
0603
Size
0603
SOIC

MC 0.063W 0603
1%4K7
MC 0.063W 0603
1%5K6
MC 0.063W 0603
1% lOK
MC 0.063W 0603
1%47K
MC 0.063W 0603
1% lOOK
MC 0.063W 0603
1% 124K
MC 0.063W 0603
1% IM
MC14011BD

MC14069UBD

SOIC

MC14069UBD

Connectors 20, 40, 80
way

DF17C(3.0)-20DS0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE
DF17C(3.0)-40DS0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE
DF17C(3.0)-80DS0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
DF17C(2.0)-20DP0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
DF17C(2.0)-40DP0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
DF17C(2.0)-80DP0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
Accelerometers
ADXL202JE
Schottky diodes
BAT81
Right angle Header
IL-WX-24PB-HFconnectors
S-B
Receptacle IL-WX-24SB-VF-B

LCC-8
DO-35
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ON
semiconductor
ON
semiconductor
Hirose

DF17C(3.0)-20DS0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE
DF17C(3.0)-40DS0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE
DF17C(3.0)-80DS0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
DF17C(2.0)-20DP0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
DF17C(2.0)-40DP0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
DF17C(2.0)-80DP0.5V(50)
HRS (HIROSE)
ADXL202JE
Analog Devices ^
BAT81
Philips
JAE
*
IL-WX-24PB-HFHD-S-B
IL-WX-24SB-VF-B —•
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A.3 Board Power Logic Schematics
A.3.1The DSYS25 platform PowerLogic circuit
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A.3.2 The DSYS25 platform connector pin assignment
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A.3.3 The X axis sensor board PowerLogic circuit

Appendix

A.3.4 The Y axis sensor board PowerLogic circuit
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A.3.5 The Z axis sensor board PowerLogic circuit
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A.3.6 The ultrasonic transmitter sensor board PowerLogic
circuit
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Appendix

A.4 PCB Layouts
A.4.1 The X axis sensor board PCB layout, top layer in red
and bottom layer in blue
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Appendix

A.4.2 The Y axis sensor board PCB layout, top layer in red
and bottom layer in blue
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Appendix

A.4.3 The Z axis sensor board PCB layout, top layer in red
and bottom layer in blue
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Appendix

A.4.4 The transmitter node PCB layout, top layer in red
and bottom layer in blue
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Thesis Support Documents on CD attached:

Appendix5
Appendix6
Appendix?
Components and Parts Datasheets
GC Prevue files
PCB Design Files - NMRC/Tyndall
PowerLogic files
PowerPCB files
PSPICE design files
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